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N1E1-. I I\(s
Local public agencies that will
conduct meetings this week
include
HOSPITAL BOARD
'The Murray -Calloway County Hospital Board will meet in
regular session at 5:30 p.m.,
Thursday. Jill) 15. in the
hoard MOM of the hospital.
SCHOOL BOARD
..'The Murray School , Board
micrin sial session-1n 7:30 p.m., Thursday. July 15
in the board office located at
Ninth and Poplar Streets. This
meeting was originally scheduled for July 8.

VCRAME 114 NO. 164

State faces
12th budget
cut in 14 years
By
AMY WILSON

)111...,•y. Ledger A.:34mea--14•0 iiVtieen--_

BOARD sw REGENTS

FORECAST
Tonight, partly cloudy and mug:
gy with the lows in the mid-70s.
Light south, wind. Wednesday,
- partly StinfiY.--Coritinued If5t
huid with a chance of thunderstorms. Highs 90 to 95. Chance
of rain 50 percent.

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY — 87'
357.2, -0.1: below 312.0, +0.2
BARKLEY — 88'
357.2, -0.1; below 312.6, -0.4
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
•

•

•

•

TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. • Monday-Friday or 8
a.m.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.

OFFICE INFO
To reach any department of
the newspaper, call 753-016
and specify which person or
department you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. MondayFriday; 8 a.m.-noon Saturday.

50 CENTS

AFTERNOON

CHE hears update on state finances

• Armed with an overhead projector and slides delineating the
condition of the state's budget,
two deputy state budget directors
began their presentation to the
Council on Higher Education
'The Murray. State University— Mondak.'
Ron Carson and -Bill Rintie
Board of Regents will conduct
die council rhaethe
PM
x
ecutive
Inn
ta retreat at the
in Owensbor•Fridiy, July 16 ...in difficult budgetary times and
fiscal year 1994 is starting in the
beginning at 11 a.m. A special
hole.
follow
at
3
meeting
will
called
"We have had a history of
p.m.
budget difficulties since fiscal
year 1981," Carson said. "The
INSIDE
budget cut for 1994 will be the

.FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
— The once-flush state Democratic Party had to borrow
$5,000 to pay bills last month,—
:according to the party chairman. Page 3
•MILWAUKEE.(AP)
An .
82-year-old who lied about his
past. as a Nazi concentration
camp guard was ordered
deported to Germans, if his
health improves. Page 5
*BIRMINGHAM, Ala. —
NASCAR driver Davey Allison died today of head injuries
suffered when the helicopter
he was piloting crashed at Talladega Superspeedway, hospital officials said. Page 7

SERVING MURRAY & CALLOWAY COUNTY SINCE 1879

12th in the last 14 years."
From 1980-1992. the largest
See Related Story Page 2
percentage increases in state gen•
oral fund- expenditures were in
capital
corrections and Medicaid
. The state anti pates a revenue wealth's
benet its
shortfall of between S200 million insestment:
*Transferring unbudeeted
"Corrections grew 472 percent and S250 Mahon
/:
and Medicaid benefits grew 270Carson said the state is work- excess or unneeded agencv funds
percent," Carson said. "Mean- ing on several cutback principles to the general fund.
while, higher education grew 121 such as:
"Had we had a substantial
..Indget..../escr.:vs_tusi_jund, ,..wc.
j.ir...aera4,
Ate
.-PUS--Cnii-----,—
'...--t--e-Wmk-nag---16-ahthrs. situatiim,"
"For 199:1-94, over X0 percent pi
Assembly
to- torulate
m
a cutback - wouldn't be
A:s
t itt y
of the budget is devoted to educaCarson said. "We need to do
tional purposes. Of the S9.524
enough now that we don't have
*Attempting to maintain essenbillion budget, 14.7 percent is set tial elements of high priority
to revisit this issue again."
aside for higher education."
J. David Porter, chairman of
programs created' by the General
Carson said a 2 percent cut in Assembly:
the council's finance conunittee,
the general fund would slice 551
•Redueirq.: spending in • non- , told Carter and Finnic that the
million from the budget.,
council needs_a general-direction
- • another S),Z5 .ifOillion could be
as it begins to prepare the budget
.10,•ritiling - targeted areas fOr
rc title
through a riduuisin in perscirili savings and caplunng
debt service. Another $124 mil- thosc funds.
"To ask for 1(X1 percent is not
approach and it would be
lion to- S174 minim, in cuts
a
viable
• .ipturing unneeded debt ser- would have to bo lound
vice funds. du: to lower interest -a loss of credibility for the council," said James Miller. chairman
elsewhere.
rates:
the council.
of
"We are planning to have a
•"/ lining 01 he end issuance anti/
line-by -lino review of all agencs
or n 1
When council member Larry
budgets," Carson said.
Common
*Maintaini
wanong.ng the C
on
Flayes - asked_ Carson how the

voumil should respoinabli Ni'sent its budgct request. arson
ditii
cu hay.
sunpiv replied
cult task."I don't •ee muth ri..vx mono
prospects with the projects Out
Ihcfc... "int" `41ti ..1"b'xi) in
Jrankfort
or out of, it is thinking
ol a tax increase
Ilintie said the onlv tax that is
._ show in g ,iri pnigress is the sales
the ciirnerstones of the general hind growing as before," he said. "We need,
taxes to grow. Right now, we
have as many going backward as
forward."
.Council member Stewart Conner indicated' his toncem about
he—tirueltnesg -of _the—ciax_
**We

tIonit

have

"I think one thing that t:on-cerns
is that we alwas St.CM
to talk about cuts in ternis.ol it
being temporary,- Conner said "I
think what we need here is a
TURN TO PAGE 2

Iowa Floods STORM DAMAGE
Situation called
'extremely dangerous'
By MIKE GLOVER
Associated Press Writer

began falling in the Des Moines
area.
Even before the new threat to
the city today..L.D. •-McMullen,
water works general manager,
said it be several more days until
water is running to homes and a
month before pipes can he disinfected and the. tap water is safe to
drink..
On Monday, iesidents carrying
plastic jugs lined up for their.
five----garkin- rations of—di-inking
water, and elsewhere hundreds of
Midwesterners were inoculated
against water-borne diseases.
"I feel like we're in a Third
World country," said Ed Conlow, a researcher for the Iowa
state House.
Across the region, the rain swollen Mississippi River and its
tributaries continued to swallow
up land today in the upper.Midwest as residents and National

—

DES MOINES, Iowa (AP)
More storms raged across floodbattered Iowa today, leading to
warnings of new record floods on
the :river that already has contaminated Des Moines water
supply.
"This is an extremely dangerous- situation," the National
Weather Service said thjs Morning in issuing a flash flood warning for the Raccoon River. On
Sunday, water from the swollen
Raccoon surged into the city's
water treatment plant, knocking it
out of order.
The weather service said heavy
rains were entering the river
basin shortly before 6 a.m. -and
that "it is quite possible that by
noon today this, rainfall will send
The Raccoon River up to or over
the record crests of this past
weekend." Before 7 a.m., rain - • TURN TO PAGE 2

Hickman farmers fight
powerful Mississippi
HICKMAN, Ky. (AP) —
man, Carlisle and Ballard counFarmers watched muddy water
ties watched helplessly as the
surge through makeshift earthen
Mississippi — bloated by unrelevees and cover crops growing
lenting storms in the Upper
in the fertile Mississippi River
Midwest — -inundated thoubottomlands. But small towns
sands of planted acres_
that line the river expected no
Farmers used bulldozers,
problems.
tractors, backhoes and even
- "It's a bad feeling. You can't
sandbags -in pTices as they -Wasdescribe it until you go through
lily piled up levees around their
it." farmer Roy Dillard Jr. said
crops. Agriculture was expected
of his levees after they gave
to be the only major casually of
way Sunday morning and water - the flooding in Kentucky.
spilled onto hundreds of acres
Hickman's floodwall and
of his land near Hickman.
levees and the location of much
"We did all we could," Dilof the town on a high bluff will
lard said. "We had to try. Our
keep it dry, local officials said.
battle is about over."
The river is expected to crest at
He stands to lose about 950
42.1 feet .on the Cairo, Ill.,
acres of soybeans.
gauge. Hickman's floodwalls
Dillard and other farmers in
MI TURN TO PAGE 2
the lowlands of Fulton, Hick-

Grand jury.calls Wilkinson
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Former Gov. Wallace Wilkinson was
called to a federal grand jury today that is looking into allegations
of government corruption.
Wilkinson declined comment this morning as he entered the federal courthouse shortly after 8 a.m.
It is the second appearance by Wilkinson before the grand jury.
The previous appearance, last year, was believed to involve
questioning about the activities of Bruce Wilkinson, the governor's
nephew who also served as his chief aide for making appointments
to boards and commissions.
Bruce Wilkinson is serving a three-year sentence for conspiracy
to commit extortion for promising to use his influence to fix a dispute between two race tracks over wagering rights. Wallace Wilkinson testified during the trial that he knew nothing of his nephew's
activities on the subject.
Grand jury proceedings are secret and there was no indication of
how long Wilkinson's sasion before the panel would last.

STACEY CRCXDKIedget & 14rhes photo

Scattered thunderstorms swept through Calloway County late Monday afternoon causing damage
in parts of the county. High winds blew this sycamore tree onto a camper at Blood River Boat
Dock. No one was in the trailer and no injuries were reported.
-

Death toll rises to 65 from major quake
By ERIC TALMADGE
. Associated Press Writer

OKUSHIR1, Japan (AP) -Weeping villagers searched for
missing relatives today after a
major earthquake ignited a firestorm and slammed tidal waves
into coasts as far away as Russia
and South Korea. At least 65
people were killed.
Ashes smoldered in the
remains of hundreds of wooden
'houses destroyed by fire and
waves on Okushiri: a small island
in the Sea of Japan that bore the
brunt of Monday's 7.8 quake. A
house, one of many washed away
by tidal waves, could he seen
- floating out to sea.

Police said 65 people in the
region were killed-,-82 were missing and 72 were injured. Kyodo
News Service reported 71 dead
and 169 missing.
•
On nearby Hokkaido, Japan's
third most populous island, tidal
waves over a dozen feet high
smashed villages, buckled roads
and sucked cars out to sea with
some occupants thought to be
still inside.
"This is terrible and it is so
sad," said Japan's Prime Millister Kiichi Miyarawa, who
traveled to the stricken_ region.
Huge tidal waves swept away
wooden houses along the coast
and destroyed small fishing boats
moored at ports along the coasts

of both Japan and South Korea.
In Russia, three people were
reported missing after tidal waves
up to 16 feet high washed ashore
in Nakhodka, near Vladivostok, a
civil defense official told the
Interfax news agency.
The Japanese, living square on
-- the Pacific "rim Of fire," face a
constant threat of destruction
from earthquakes and volcanic'
activity. Monday's quake was the
strongest to hit the country -since
1978, when 52 people in Hokkaido were killed in a temblor that
measured 7..9 on the Richter
scale.
It was centered 30 miles under
II TURN TO PAGE 2
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CHE approves academic programs

ItAN ARRIISTBD FOR ASSAULT
mco•dorig to moons mom Me Wong Peissia Departnisit. Soul Pail NNW

Vino Smoot was wowed July 12 and charged wan teuells-dsarea assault
soltairong ai domestic Mamas

By AMY WILSON
mums, seeps• Times aim Woe.

Approval. of academic programs and an allotment of
S450,000 from the Higher Uticauon Equine Trust and Revolving
Fund were among some of the
more upbeat agenda items at the
Council on Higher Education
meeting Monday.
The council approved seven
new program proposals submitted
by the University of Kentucky.
Elizabethtown Community College. Madisonville Community
College, Southeast Community
College and University of
Lou isv ilk.
In addition, a Cooperative program between the University of
Louisville and Western Kentucky
University received praise from
the council.
likerto,commend the two.

aniwassities foutheir-ufferis," said
Joe Bill Campbell, council member. "I think this sends a positive
message. In a time when resources are scarce and two anivenities work together, it speaks well
for what higher education is trying to do."
The program is a mddification
of University of Louisville's
existing doctoral program in educational administration. Since it
is a cooperative program, it
allows Western Kentucky University to share responsibility for the
program's development and
delivery.
The program addresses the
council's Nov. 4, 1991, directive
that universities should work
together to ensure doctoral program accessibility statewide.
It differs from joint doctoral
programs in that there is shared,
responsibility between AlfliV4)fdi---

CHE hears...
FROM PAGE 1
change in philosophy and realize
that there are priorities out there
that Wereirt Thet-e'
ago.Hanly Funderburk, president of
Eastern Kentucky University,
spoke to the council on behalf of
the eight university presidents.
"We firmly believe the council
should be a strong advocate for
higher 'education," he said. "We
don't think we ought to walk
away from letting people know
where the slippage is. At any
rate, we certainly encourage you
to keep .us together because we
don't need any fighting within
ourselves."
In welcoming the council to
Murray State University, President Ronald J. Kurth said he
would be remiss unless he discussed the impact of the budget
cuts.
"We have eliminated person-

net, reduced benefits, raised fees
and delayed maintenance," Kurth
said. "I believe we are faced with
extensive program Mts. Witheach cut, I will argue that the
educational backbone will erode.
We are no longer cutting fat; we
are down to the muscle and the
bone."
Dr. Charles Wethington, president of the University of Kentucky, showed his frustration at
having to make cuts during his
comments to the council..
"Higher education in the state
has operated this year at a lower
budget than last year," he said.
"Higher education wasn't singled
out to receive any increases.
"The council must be an advocate. We've got the responsibility
to present the needs of higher
education. If we don't present the
needs, who will? We need to do
whatever possible to get the
funds for higher education to
meet those needs."

Support
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Flow from lakes to be
cut to reduce flooding
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tees-for -program deugn, corms- Commission Bible College and
Seminary and Shawnee Baptist
luni and the conferring of
College arc operating with a
degrees.
license.
The council provided a base
"All colleges must have a
allocation of $35,000 for each
university with an established license if operating in Kentuck).- FROM PAGE 1
"This is beyo9E1 belief," said
said Gary Cox. executive direcequine program.
—
0
kmshiri
mayor Yukio
tor. "We have received corres- the okean floor and about 50
In addition, Morehead State
Koshimon.
mil... %%1..1 01 Hokkaido, populapondence from these two instituUniversity, Murray State UniverThe island was without running
tion 50 million.. Several strong
and
I
recommend
tions
-we
meet
sity, the University of Kentucky
wooer
or electricity today, and its
with their representatives and use aftershocks as strong as 6..3 on
and Western Kentucky University
small-airport
was closed because
the Richter scale followed.
each were given $30,000 to con- legal action -as a last resort "
of damaged runways.
offiMeteorological
Agency
The attorney general of Kenstruct a hay storage facility.
Tidal waves slammed into Rustucky
issued an opinion stating cials said many of Japan's quake sia's Sakhalin Island and NakMurray State University
victims did not have time to flee
received $150,000 as partial that religiously affiliated educahodka, washing a dozen fishing
to higljer ground before the tidal
tion
associations
are
not
exempt
funding of a S500,000 equine
ships aground but no injuries
waves struck.
teaching facility to be built dur- from the definition of colleges to
were reported, said a Russian
Worst hit was Okushiri island.
be licensed by the 'council.
ing 1994-96.
state
emergency committee
epithe
south
of
*Appointed Joanne James to just 30 miles
In other business, the council:
spokesman.
of
those
44
Police
said
center.
*Approved the acquisition of serve on the Kentucky Authority
killed wereon the island of 4,600
two parcels of property by the for Educational Television.
Waves also wrecked about 60
with 20 more deaths on
-people,
The
council's
next
meeting
small fishing boats along South
University of Kentucky for
Hokkaido and one in Aomori on
will be Sept. 12-13 at the Fern
S245,000.
Korea's east coast, more than 600
Honshu island.
northern
Valley Road Holiday Inn in
- miles from the quake's epicenter,
!Authorized staff. to take
hillsidc.collapsed on
necessary step'S ter. &Kure-Great'
said Central Anti-Disaster
the two-stor) wooden YoyosoHeadquarters.
Hotel in the town of Okushiri,
Along the west coast of Hokkkilling at least five people and
leaving about 20 missing. The aido, houses were knocked off
public television network NHK their foundations, roads were
reported six or seven people were buckled, and store shelves emprescued from the burning hotel. tied of their contents. Twelve
About 300 houses burned in people were missing in tidal
another
of Okushiri's 10 villages waves in one town and 10 people
Kentucky. lakes about a foot'tSo
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — Offi—
-southern were injured by- collapsing houses
-A-orraerat-the-isiantF-scials will -reduce .the flow of we can shut them off— he said
in another, NHK said.
tip.
357.1
at
was
Lake
Kentucky
water from Lake Barkley and
feet and Lake Barkley was at
Kentucky Lake in western Ken••••
367.8 feet Monday. The normal
tucky in an effort to minimize
flooding on the Mississippi River summer pool for both lakes is
below Cairo, Ill.
359 feet.
"There's looters out here," he
The reduction, scheduled to
Upchurch estimated that reduc- FROM PAGE 1
said. "They can get in and out."
begin today, will cut the volume ing the discharge from the lakes
Vice President Al Gore visited
Guardsmen piled sandbags tO try
of water flowing from the Tenwill reduce flooding at Cairo by
Lemay,
Mo., and Grafton, Ill., on
businesses.
homes
and
x
...to
save
nessee and Cumberland rivers as much 6 inches. It also will
Monday. The water was so high
into the Ohio, which merges with cause the lakes to rise about a
On Monday, Gov. Terry Bran- he had
to duck when his boat
the flood-swollen Mississippi at foot. he said.
stad declared -no area has been passed
under
power lines. He also
Cairo.
totally spared.' and asked that all took a
He said the Corps and TVA arc
helicopter
tour and said in
The U.S. Army Corps of Engiof Iowa he declared a disaster wonder,
not shutting water flow from the
"You can't even tell
neers and the Tennessee Valley lakes off completely because they
area. So far, 12 of the state's 99 where
the Mississippi begins'and
Authority will reduce the dis- don't want to affect downstream
counties have been so designated. the
farmland
ends."
charge from the lakes to 18,000 water systems such as the PaduThe governor said he expected
"We arc going to make certain
cubic feet per second.
quick action, and he warned damcah Water Works.
that we have the bestDischarge from Kentucky Lake
age will far exceed President ._
coordinated,
most effective
,
even
Upchurch
with
the
said
will drop to about 12,000 cubic
Clinton's S1.2 billion aid response
our
country
has ever
lower
water
lake
levels,
should
the
per
Lake
second
and
feet
,package.
seen to a disaster like this," Gore
Barkley discharge will be still be high enough to permit
- The flooding,WAS linked to at said
today in a - broadcast interdecreased to 6,000 cubic feet per normal recreational activities.
least 19 deaths, 13 in Missouri.
view.
"We are on top of the situIn
according
Calvert
City
fact,
to Jim
fishing
a
second,
The Red Cross said more than
ation and were going to stay on
Upchurch, chief of the Corps guide said the flood-control mea7,600 homes were damaged or
top."
sures could be a bonus for
reservoir regulation section.
destroyed in •Minne,sota,4VisconIn Missouri, nurses from
"We've lowered Barkley and anglers.
sin, South Dakota, Nebraska,
Cameron Community Hospital
Iowa, Kansas, Missouri and
and the Harrison County Health
• Illinois.
_Department
_gave—more -than $00looting ta-clitresn reporTed:
inoculations for diphtheria and
but some residents still feared
tetanus from Friday to Monday,
losing their belongings. In West
said Mary Tripolino, the hospiAlton, Mo., Michael Payeur
FROM PAGE 1
While farmers in Fulton .. _reused:A&
wawrlogged tal's hurling director.
1- CourilY tried to' hold bad( rkio4:-,
aren't needed until the gauge
home_and relied on supplies' Health officials in Des Moines
ing, some areas welcomed scatreaches 51.5 feet.
brought to him by boat by his opened a clinic offering free tetatered thundershowers that pro"If water comes in from the
daughter.
nus shots.
vided relief from the early
Ohio, then we'll have problems
stages of a drought.
in the city," Mayor Judy PowRainfall has been below over
ell said.
most
of Kentucky for the last
But high water could damage
four weeks, according to the
the high, sheer bluff that gives
National Weather Service.
some Hickman homeowners a
Crops were beginning to show
ILLINOIS:
breathtaking view of the Mississtress from daily highs in the
— Deaths: 1
sippi and the fields and woodmid- to upper 90s and high
— Estimated property damage: hundreds of millions of dollars.
lands below. If streams-feeding
humidity levels.
— Estimated crop loss: More than $160 million.
the river back up, it may hasten
"I'll just have to do a rain
— Number of evacuations: 10,000 people.
erosion of the Hickman bluff,
Number of homes damaged: 6,000.
_dance," farmer Richard Jones_
which already threatens several
— Acreage flooded: More than 510,000 aefeS - of-cropland:.of Murray said of his rain mayor
edge,
the
homes near its
IOWA:
starved 1,800 acres of corn,
said.
— Deaths: 0.
wheat and tobacco.
— Estimated property damage: $1 billion, Including at least $750
"It (corn) needs rain pretty
million in crops, $21 million damage to homes, $3 million to businesbadly, but it's not burned up
ses,
$5.5 million for temporary housing.
hot
said.
-The
yet," Jones
— Number of evacuations: At least 6,000 people.
weather is probably hurting
— Number of homes damaged: Not available.
WALTER L. APPERSON
more than the lack of water."
— Acreage flooded: 2 million.
Publisher
The dry conditions followed
MINNESOTA:
delays caused throughplanting
— Deaths: 3
ALICE ROUSE
out the region by one of the
— Estimated property damage, dollars: $8 million to public properGeneral Manager
ty, including roads, bridges, utilities and parks. Figures unavailable
wettest springs on record.
for private property or crop damage.
MARY ANN ORR
— Estimated crop loss, dollars: $400 million
Advertising Manager
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The Murray Ledger 8 Times es published
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4.
Thanksgrvng Day. Christmas Day and New
Years Day by Murray Newspapers Inc 1001
Whonell Dr.. Murray, KY 42071 Second
Class Postage Paid at Murray. KY 42071.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas already
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water; 1.5 million planted fields under water.
MISSOURI:
— Deaths: 13
— Estimated property damage, dollars: Estimate: $500 million to
$1 billion.
— Estimated crop loss. dollars: Estimate: Tens of millions of
dollars.
— Number of evacuations: 14,000 people.
— Number of homes damaged: 5,000.

Acreage flooded: 526,000.
NEBRASKA:
—

—
—
—
—

Deaths: 0
Estimated prpperly damage: At least $2 million.
Estimated crop loss: Not available.
Number of evacuations: More than 100 homes.

— Number of homes damaged: Not available.
— Acreage flooded: Thousands. •
SOUTH DAKOTA:
— Deaths:
— Estimated property damage: $8.1 million (public property only).
— Estimated crop loss: $572.4 million.
— Number of evacuations: Statewide estimate

For Electrical Service
The best values on the beach are NOW ON SALE!
•FREE Recreation Program•Pools, sundecks,whirlpools•ME'Coupon Book

— Number of evacuations: Not available.
— Number of homes damaged: About 10,000 affected by flooding.
About 800 received moderate damage; 75-125 received major
damage.
— Acreage flooded: 1.1 million acres of unplanted fields under

David Morris Electric
Commercial
Residential
Industrial
New Construction - Repairs
.Maintenance
Duality Electrical Work Since 1971

unavailable, but
2,000 people in Madison on July 3.
— Number of homes damaged: 960, 10 destroyed.
— Acreage flooded: More than 3 million acres of farmland.
WISCONSIN:
Deaths:
aith::1.
ed property
E

damage, dollars: $131 million.
— Estimated crop loss, dollars: $125 million..
— Number of evacuations: Between SOO and 700 people.
-I.- Number of homes damagnd: Moro than 1,500.
— Acreage flooded: Not available.
(Source: AP)
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Undocumented Chinese: People without a country
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State party borrows money to pay.bills_
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
The once-flush state, Democratic
Party had to borrow $1,000 to
pay bills last month, according to
the party chairman.
Grady Stumbo said many
"heavy hitters" who -Onee gave
•_in the party to:gain:access to state
jobs and contracts are no longer
giving because reforms pushed
by him and Gov. Brereton Jones
have put more distance between
politics and appointments and
contracts.
"That's what a lot of sassroots Democrats said they
wanted," Stumbo said. "That
promise has been delivered.
There has been a change now,
with the new finance laws, and
people just don't want to read
their names in the newspaper
anymore, so everybody wanted to
"
do the grass-roots thing:
'Democrats tried to raise money
by selling $10 "shares" in the
party, but that effort depended on
local party organizations and got

very spotty results.
"It's not been very successful,
quite frankly," Stumbo said.
keetspaartotifcth
"Now we'
$100, and people say. 'Man,
_
• that's. too expensive.
"When you move 'the heavytrriebusteorilionu
o'ne'
c*
ty the grass-roots Democrats
have not stepped up to support
tiliel0 party.... We've all seen it
have peaks and valleys, but we're
having a valley at a time in an
administration when we ought to
be at a peak."
Stumbo:said a S100-a-ticket
fund-raiser planned this -weekend
to commemorate the 20th
anniversary of the party's building in Frankfort is "pretty crucial" to keep- the headquarters
operation viable in state polktics.
"The next few months arc
going to be really critical in
terms of how this party survives," he said. "There needs to
be a real big shot in the arm to
get ticket sales up, because this is
really ,kind of a make-or-break
- kind-of - time_.'!

Jones' 1991 campaign for governor gave the party S2(X),(XX) of
its surplus, but that was consumed by last year's campaigns.
Stumbo's hiring of a staff to help
local parties and candidates, and
repairs to the headquarters which Stumbo said still needs
/100 -V----dh—r
ovo walk.
Stumbo said he and Gayle
Rogers of Princeton, the pany's
vice chairwoman, "stopped taking salary as the money got
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announces the opening

Ancient Cloth
Archaeologists
discover fragment
CHICAGO(AP)- Archaeologists say they have discovered the
oldest cloth ever found, a fragment dating to 70(X) B.C.
The semifossilizcd cloth -inches and
about 3 inches by
possibly linen - was found in
southeastern Turkey, clinging to
what was probably the handle of
a tool made from an antler, the
University of Chicago said in a
statement today.
It is at least 500 years older
than any cloth ever found before.
"This is a fascinatin_g`discovcry because it pushes back the
date at which we know textiles
were produced," said - Gillian
Vogelsang-Eastwood, director of
the Stitching Textile Research

Need auto insurance?
Check with us first.

Stephen K. Hall, M.D.
of his practice in

Obstetrics/Gynecology
Murray Woman s Ca-NIP

•

30ssouIhath„str,ee
-Morroy-Kcrtuctry 420/-1 (5132) /53-9300
100 m 12 & 2 5 p m Monday .jesclay. Thursday and Enda
8-12 Saturday

Center at the National Museum
of Ethnology at Leiden in the
Netherlands, and one of the scholars studying the cloth.
The cloth'--was recovered from
Cayonu, an archaeological site
near the Tigris River about 30
miles from the city of Diyarbakir.
The site has been the scene of
joint explorations by the University of Chicago and Istanbul
University.
No cloth made earlier than
-about 6500 B.C. to 6000- B.C.
previously had been discovered,
the university said, although
some minute clay impressions of
textiles about the same age as the
Cayonu cloth have- been found.
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*ding.
major

short." Stumbo was paid S28.((X)
a year, the same as Mary. Ann
Johnson, the last chairwoman
chosen by Jones' predecessor,
Wallace Wilkinson. Rogers' salary was a new expense.
The Democrats' fund-raiser, at
the Frankton civic center, will
begin at6-Ts.m. FM-Miura:ay
and feature Jones, U.S. Sen.
Wendell Ford, and Democratic
National Chairman David Wilhelm,as well as other speakers.
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CLINTON POINTS TO HAWAII'S HEALTH PLAN
HONOLULU (AP)- Hinting at the shape'of President Clinton's health care
plan, Hillary Rodham Clinton says Hawaii's ground-breaking program is a
good example of how to provide near universal coverage at lower costs.
delayed now until September She said President Clinton's proposal
won't require major tax increases although "there may be some taxes .... on
cigarettes or something" to pay for federal oversight of the program. A tax
as high as $2 a pack has been discussed. "There's a lot to be learned from
the Hawaiian system," the first lady said as she focused a national spotlight
on this tiny state's innovative program. She planned to take part in a forum
is
today on the strengths and weaknesses of Hawaii's system. Hawaii's planfor
built around a requirement that all employers provide health insurance
employees who work at least 20 hours a week. People not covered by
employer plans or Medicare or Medicaid are protected by a state health
insurance plan.
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CONGRESS HEARS TAX COMPLAINTS President
WASHINGTON (AP)- In Southfield, Mich., Reid Ashton is afraid
In
Clinton's tax package is going to kill his upscale restaurant business.
Maryland, waitress Jan Bergwall tears losing her job. And Bozeman, Mont.,
lawrestaurateur Parker Leach says he stands to lose $160,000-a year. As ears
makers return to Washington today from their July Fourth recess, the
of Clinton's
of many will be ringing with complaints about at least one aspect
80
deficit reduction plan: cutting the deductibility of business meals from
me to
percent down to 50 percent. "They're assessing me and excising in
the
death," said Ashton, owner of the Golden Mushroom restaurantmy partiruin
should
they
think
government
the
does
"Why
Detroit suburbs.
the
cular kind of business?" Meetings were arranged during the recess with
Comoffices of a dozen key lawmakers, including House Ways and Means
Leach led a group of restaurant
mittee Chairman Dan Rostenkowski.
to Sen. Max Baucus, 0-Mont.
aide
an
with
Mont.,
Billings,
in
owners to meet

Ilitrodiicing our new 2-Year Certificate of Deposit which gives you tuo
important advantages:
e rate that'sguaranteed k)
•Advantage #1 -You'll haw an interst
your money in the CD.
leasing
simply
by
months
ilkTraCe every six
- If you decide sou need your money from your
•Advantage
Cl), you can withdraw yourfulidC at the end of any.sh-nionet
interval. With no penalty!
It's the 2-Year Guaranteed Bonus CD from Bank of Murray:
wi '
And you can rioy the benefits of this flcsible new sen with'
only a $500 minimum deposit.
To find out more about how von can get the most with your
money,ssiit any of our COMtniefll offkes or call

CLINTON OFFERS CREDIT PROGRAM
WASHINGTON (AP)- After months of behind-the-scenes infighting, President Clinton will unveil a significantly scaled-back loan program for creditstarved inner cities and rural areas this week He originally envisioned
creating 100 new community development banks, modeled after South
Shore Bank of Chicago. They were to foster housing development, community projects and small businesses in distressed areas underserved by
traditional lenders. But an existing network of community development corporations, loan funds and credit unions pointed out that they already were
striving to do the same thing. So, under the administration's current proposal, they would be eligible to apply to a nine-member board for grants and
seed money to expand their activities Investors trying to start new community development banks would have to compete for grants from the same
pool of money - $382 million over four years
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Unconvinced new arena is needed
.

•

Dear Editor:
"Build It, And We Will Play." For several years now, that has been
the rally cry for those wanting a new arena at Murray State.
After 'Duch uncertainty, it appears_the new arena_(or, Regional, SpcEvents Cent-Cr) Will be built. Now that t-2 mil-lion has been raised
locally, the state will sell S18 million in bonds needed to cover the
estimated construction costs.
Although it appears certain that the project will go forward. I
remain unconvinced that such a facility is needed. During the debate
over whether to build a new arena, supporters claimed that a new arena would encourage basketball teams from larger well known schools
to play •MSU, and there could be more concerts by big name
entertainers.
However, one has To-wonder- hOw realistic-the-Se predictions are.
During my five years at MSU. I recall only two performers that filled
Racer Arena. Yet, there have been many events which were predicted
to draw thousands, but which attracted only a few hundred people.
With this in mind, the claim that big name entertainers will suddenly
flock to Murray seems unrealistic.
The idea that a new arena will attract major college basketball
teams to Murray also seems very far fetched. In spite of all its basketball success, in recent years MSU has played very few regular season
games against major teams, and all of these were played on the other
team's home court. If MSU can't, presently schedule a game with
teams like UK, UL, Vandy, etc., on that team's home court, it seems
absurd to believe that such teams will suddenly want to play N1St' in
Murray, even with a new arena.
Claims that the new arena ,will attract trade shows and comentions
seem frivolous, too. Few groups want to hold a gathering in a town
that doesn't -permit alcohol sales.
Also. I wonder if the arena supporters have thought about the consequences should the arena not deliver the benefits that have been
promised. Already, there is one building at MSU -(the ('urns Center)
which is not making enough money to pay its hills. To cover
expenses. MSU students are forced to pay an additional Slit per
semester. This fact, plus the state budget cuts, make me wonder if the
arena money would be more effective if spent on other projects.
As an MSU alumnus, I am concerned about N1SU's future and what
will happen should the RSEC turn out to be a money sucking white
elephant. Since the arena project began, the building's size has been
reduced significantly, but the "estimated" cost has doubled. Nobody
seems willing, however, to provide assurances that the cost v.on't
higher, or. that MSU students won't become responsible for cosering
any revenue-shortfatts-.--"Build It, And We Will Play." Yes, after several years, "It" vvill he
built. But, will "It" help, or hurt, the MSU community? It WCII1S iron
ic,,,that some of the biggest supporters of the arena iire people.who ill
4,fected,-the least ila,thc arena'-doesn't pay' •ils- own' wity.;-Cliff Downey
Route 1, Box 257. Alum 42020

J.H. Churchill has not been sold
Dear Editor:
As you are aware there are currently four funeral homes Operating
in -Calloway County, three in Murray and one in Hazel. It has come to
our attention that people in Murray and Calloway County have the
impression that our firm, J.H. Churchill Funeral Home, may have
recently been sold to a large corporation.
You have our word nothing could be further from the truth.'
As the only funeral home in Calloway County operating as a "sole
proprietorship" and "the oldest funeral home" in this county, we
pledge to the people of this community our continued deaication to
offer funerals with the-dignity and quality that have been the trademarks of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home for the past 107 years.
We marked our fifth anniversary as sole Owners of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home this past January. We feel very honored to have the
opportunity to practice our profession in a community as wonderful as
this one.
Terry and Karen . Isaacs, owners
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
- 201 South Third, Murray

Sampson reunion set Sept. 10-12
Dear Editor:
Our organization is comprised of men and women who served in
the United States Navy during World War II and were assigned to the
Sampson Naval Training Station or Hospital near Romulus, N.Y., and
honorably discharged.
Our sixth annual reunion
be held at the Sampson State Park
(former Sampson Naval Training Station) Sept. 10-12, 1993. All personnel who were assigned to the Sampson facility at one time or
another during World War II are invited to attend.
Our main goal is to establish a memorial at the Sampson State Park
in honor of those who served there. there were 411,429 recruits plus
additional thousands assigned to the hospital, ships company and service schools.
Your assistance in helping us locate our shipmates who are living in
the State of Kentucky will be deeply appreciated. Anyone who desires
additional information may contact me at the •address listed below.
William R. Russell, president
Sampson WW-2 Navy Veterans, Inc.
3916 Idumea Road, Corryton, TN 37721
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The Independent. Ashland:
The state has no excuse for its failure to test other oil fields for
radioactive silt after naturally occurring radioactive material was
found in the Martha oil fields operated by Ashland Oil Inc. in
Lawrence and Johnson counties.
Mike Wilson, director of Kentucky Division of Oil and Gas, says it
is doubtful radiation is a problem in other oil fields, so there is no
need to panic.
Well, the state's reaction to the discovery of the contaminated silt
in the Martha oil fields could hardly be classified as, panic. Five years
after the dangerous material was identified there, the state has yet to
test another oil filed for radioactivity.
Although Wilson and other state officials say it is unlikely that
- radioactivity is a problem in other oil fields, until testing is done, they
have no evidence to support that belief. Finding contaminated silt in
one location more than justifies testing for it in other oil fields -- and
in far less time than five years.
Me.
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The making ofa writer
I officially became a writer in
fourth grade when I won a poetry
contest My verse began with the
quesuon. -Dear Jesus, in your
tabernacle home, do you ever feel
alone." I went on to answer the
query in rhyme, hoping to work
off a few years in purgatory. My
heavenly reward is still uncollected, but the earthly gift I
received for my efforts was a
shiny silver dollar. Prosperous
and inspired. I decided I would
not become a nun after all. I
vowed, instead, to be a writer.

fronted with the mysteries of
football games, co-ed classes and
proms, I renounced writing and
chose to concentrate on cheerleading and getting elected to
various offices. While I did not
I spent the rest of elementary
school reading brutal tales of ear- abandon my craft entirely, 1 limited myself to penning a column
ly martyrs. My lurid book reports
freq iieliit y • d 4,1-a yed OhLthe in the-- school newspaper- and creating catchy slogans and
bulletin board, just below the picture of the Sacred Heart of Jesus. speeches for election campaigns.
At graduation, it was no surprise
In college, my confidence as
when I won the English award.
an English major was shaken by
received a pin and poster of poor
the acerbic comments of my creaSt. Lucy, who clutched a small
tive writing professor, Mr. Kiley.
gold platter that held her
He read my first love poem to the
plucked-out eyes. Her empty
class: "Moonbeams through my
sockets-- W-C-fC reverently angled -- window sing sad songs of night.
upward, to heaven. It occurred to
Alone I sit and wet my face for
me that writing about such incilove is dead..."
dents yOS. clearly _kss_...perilous..
Kiley's voice was rimmed
than experiencing them. More
heavily with disgust when he
than ever, I was sure my vocation
stopped and asked, "Now, who
was writing.
would write something like that?"
Public high school had all the
It was years before I thought of
allure of the seven deadly sins,
writing another poem.
and I was easily distracted. ConIn the meantime, I tried to

tackle the essay in Advanced
Composition with Dr. Beechhold.
When he-handed back the first
batch of papers, the highest grade
was an F+. He had written .a
gigantic "So what?" across an
entire page of my prose. With
each weekly assignment I waded
lIttrr:3 TC3 -of red inic and party
drowned in expository disgrale. I
was finally awarded an "A" on
my last paper of the semester,
which was returned with the faint
praise: "There's hope for you.
Miss ,A le xander."
As a junior high school English teacherj_5eldom. had tune_ to.
write, except for an occasional
note to the principal about one of
the Rotman boys trying to jump
out the second-story window Of
our classroom. After the Rotmans
were finally sent to a detention
home for wayward boys, I was
able to settle down into some
poetry writing. I began collecting
rejection slips the way medieval

sinners stockpiled indulgences
In a few years. lured j%...J
from education to a job as j wri
icr for AT&T. I succumbed to the
deadly sin of greed. Given a business card. a hefty raise., and an
office. I had a series of writing
assignments that required me to
consistently split infinitives. I did
so well that, within a year. I was
promoted to a different,job. Now
my office had a window I was
looking into tax shelters. I was a
long way from St. Lucy.
With the zeal of a convert. I
got my MBA, chalked up a few
more promotions, and got a fully
carpeted office with a couch and
a,conicsence lable:•-When
lied that I had developed the
habit of regularly using "impact"
as a verb, I wondered how . I
strayed so far from my fourth
grade resolution to be a writer.
So, 10 years ago I quit.
Dropped out. With the. intention
of-becoming a full-fledged writer.
A- real -writer:4n -that Ilft1C-,- I'VC had my share of rejection, and I
still have not written a hook, but
I have confidence that I'm doing
the right thing. And when I have
doubts, as writers often do, I
think of that silver dollar I won
in fourth grade, and try to gain
inspiration from St. Lucy's blind
faith. I'm hoping that somebody
up there likes me.

Changes in our Schools
A Commentary
Family Resource/Youth -Services Centers serve communities.and schools
•
By Marilyn Bailey
Centers and 50 combined centers tary schools with hours of2:30 p.m.to fighting
an answer to settling

was
Director of Communications
across the state.
6 p.m. Every service available at the problems," said Patty Alford, YSC
The Prichard Committee
Family Resource Centers are re- health department is offered at the coordinator.
In January a student at East Carter quired by law to provide services such schools.
The centerdesigned a conflict resoHigh School walked into a senior En- as preschool and after-school child Addressing a community's needs is lution plan using student mediators.
glish class and shot his English teacher care, prenatal education for new par- one of the main functions of the cen- Peersand teachersrecommended stuand a school janitor in front of 22 ents,parent and child education,train- ters. To do this the Dayton Indepen- dents who then underwent a threestudents.
ing for day care providers and health dent Family Resource Center last year day trainingsession in providing feedWithin minutes after the arrest ofthe services.
put together a back-to-school festival back,role playing and confidentialstudent, the East Carter Youth Ser- Youth Services Centers provide re- called Readifest
ity.
vices Center had responded tothe trag- ferrals for health and social services, "At the beginning of every school Students involved in disputes meet
edy by setting upa crisiscenter through employment services, summer/part- year we were finding there were chil- with the mediator to resolve differthe help of local mental health agen- timejob development,drug and alco- dren who simply didn't have the basic ences,swhether property disputes or
cies -and the school'systeni.
he)l abuse counselingas well as family _nece,,spitieito4tartschool said Day-. boyfriend and girlfriend problems..
Students AO had been held hostage crisis and mental health counselfrig. ton Independent'Youth Services coor- They write upan agreement that both
and had witnessed the shootings were They are prohibited from counseling dinator Debbie Scholer.
parties must sign.
provided with counseling to deal with or making referrals for abortion.
Readifest provided an opportunity Last year Bowling Green Junior
the aftermath. The 24-hour-crisis cen- In Muhlenberg County FRC coordi- for children to get free shoes, socks, High School resolved over 300 dister was also opened to the entire com- nator Myra Bender was instrumental underwear, tee shirts and school sup- putes with the help of 10 student
munity as counselors were brought in in putting together a plan with the plies in a festival-type setting.
mediatorsand the number ofsuspenfrom surrounding counties.
local health department to create sat- Grocery stores,fast food restaurants, sions decreased.
Before the 1990 Kentucky Education ellite health departments in local el- health care professionals and hair styl- "We've found that many kids don't
Reform Act this kind of help probably ementary schools.
ists all donated services. Free personal want to fight and this is a way they
would not have been so swift and so While the local health department care products such as shampoo and can save face. And these are skills
organized.
was a well-used facility, a study re- toothpaste were available. Kids re- that they can take with them for the
While KERA addressed changes in vealed that 85 percent ofthose people ceived free hair cuts; a dentist exam- rest of their life. It's a win-win situschool finance, governance and cur- who had scheduled appointments ined teeth. Hearing and eye screens ation."
riculum,it also addressed the physical failed to show up because they lacked were given. Balloons. refreshments As one Fulton parent wrote in a
and emotional needs of students. The transportation.
-and trinkets were given out to over600 letter to Ronnie Dunn, manager of
creation ofFamily Resourceand-Youth- "I-thought why not take health care students from preschool age to grade the Cabinet for Humart Re
-sources'
Services Centers has been the link'to the-people. The school is the center 6.
Family Resources/Youth Services
between schools and social service ofmany communities.It's where baby In Bowling Green the youth services Branch, "When I walked into the
agencies.
showers and receptions are held so center has tackled conflicts adoles- resource center you could feel the
Family Resource Centers, which why not make health care available cents have at school.
warmth. It wasn't like an office. It
serve children under 12, and Youth there too?" said Bender.
Bowling Green Junior High School was more like a home.
Services Centers, which serve older The director of the county health officials were concerned about a rise "They really care about our chilstudents, are set up in or near schools department was able to get permis- in the number ofsuspensions because dren, parents and our whole
where 20 percent or more of the stu- sion for staff flextime which enabled of student fights.
community.. Everyone should know
dents are eligible for free lunches.
the department to extend its hours "What we were finding wasthis was what their resource center can do to
AsofJuly 1 there are now 226Family beyond 4:30 p.m. Health department sometimes a situation where a parent help them."
Resource Centers, 88 Youth Services personnel moved into three elemen- was sending a message to kids that
0Th.Prxturd Cafrourtes far Acodernoc Excelkoce

Right 2,500 won't be cut
If a major industry in Kentucky
- Humana or Ashland Oil, for
example — announced plans to lay
off 2,500 workers to reduce losses,
the screeching from state and local
officials would echo across the
commonwealth.
Tax incentives and bond issues
would he offered up to prevent the
loss of so many jobs. Task forces
would mobilize to find alternatives
state government tend to be on the
to the economic impact.
payroll because of their political
But when the chairmen of the
connections and their campaign
House and Senate budget commitcontributions. Those connections
tees virtually order Gov. Brereton
and contributions keep them there.
Jones to cut the state payroll by
The budget chairmen—Rep.
2,500 workers, everyone nods ap- . Marshall Long, D-Shelbyville, and
provingly and mutters about all the
Sen. Mike Moloney, D-Lexinglay-abouts in state government fiton—know all this because they've
nally getting their due.
seen it before. Their letter last week
The fact is that state government
to the governor insists that there be
is Kentucky's largest employer and
no more that 33,000 state employthe 35,509 permanent full-time
ees when their committees write the
workers on the payroll are spread
state's 1994-96 budget early next
from one end of the state to another.
year. Jones.faced with cutting S200
Sure there are deadbeats on the state
million to as much as S300"million
payroll just as there are deadbeats
out of the current budget,inevitably
on most privatepayrolls in the state.
will have to reduce payroll costs
And the deadbeats aren't the ones
soon just to make it through the
who get a pink slip when the payroll
fiscal year with balanced books.
has to be.-Cut to balance the state • But it is important to remember
budget.
that it's easier to order 2,500 people
That's because the deadbeats in
off the state payroll than it is to do

it—legally, fairly and honestly.
Jones might consult with former
Gov. Martha Layne Collins who,
faced with her own budget shortfall,
still had to come up with millions of
dollars to pay back salaries to
employees improperly laid off or
fired by her predecessor John Y.
Brown, Jr.
Frankfort lawyers even now ate
rubbing their hands in anticipation
of loid-off employees lining up
outside their offices.
Long and Moloncy's letter to
Jones estimates that at annual salary
and benefits of S25,000 per estiployee, reducing the Tyroll by
2,500 workers will save the state
S62,725,00(1 a year. While the
S25.000 is an average, it's a certainty that there won't be many
S40,(X)0 or S50,000 or S60,000-ayear political appointees shown the

door in the next few months._The
proliferation of principal assistants
—who don't have to be qualified for
anything much to get appointed
—will continue, and there's no
likelihood that any $80,(X)0 deputy
assistant in the reorganized Department of Education will be sent
packing either.
So, when the lines seem longer at
the local social services office and
the weeds along the state highways
don't get cut as often and it takes
another week to get a birth cenificate or a pollution inspection,figure
those were the S25,000-a-year people laid off and the jobs abolished.
Realistically,the necessity of cutting up to S300 million out of this
year's budget means there won't be a
need for many employees as programs are reduced or eliminated
entirely. But the payroll reduction
has to be accomplished with greater
care than in the past.
• Perhaps, from their $3 million
new offices here in the capital city,
members of the General Assembly
will be able to be more closely
involved in the process of slashing
the budget and the payroll. That is,
of course, the executive payroll,
certainly not the legislative payroll.
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Kentuckians try to beat the heat
Alter Inasl days of high temp.
matures sad Ihimidit) and with no
end in sight. Kentucks public health
officials are issuing a warning io
Kentuckians to take precautkms
against the extreme conditions.
The current combination of
temperatures in the high 90s and
high levels of humidity can be
harmful to anyone and even fatal so
some, according to Rice Leach.
MD., the state Department for
Health Services commissioner.
Those most at risk during weather
extremes arc the elderly who live
alone and cannot cool their homes,
people with heart or lung problems
and those who work or otherwise
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-People in the high-nsk groups
should take even more aggressive
action to avoid heat exhaustion or
heat stroke." he said.
Leach says that elderly people or
those with chronic heart or lung
problems should remain inside an
air-conditioned building. Elderly
people who cannot cool their homes
can go to senior citizen centers,
shopping malls, heat respite centers
or other air-conditioned, public

pl.k es
During hot spells. neighbors and
tanul) members should chesk tin

people who may he susceptible to
heat-related problems
"If someone in your neighbor
hood Of family is elderly or ski
especially if them home IS not au
conditioned -7 it's a good Idea ILI
check on them at least once a,das as
long as the heat persists," Leach
said.
People in high-risk groups who
must leave home for errands or
other reasons should do sO in the,
morning before it'gets hot or in the
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"Many Calloway County teens
may be unaware that Kentucky law
permits those who will be 18 on or
before the date of the general election, November 2 this year, to
register and vote," Secretary of
- State Bob Babbage said.
As estimated 54000 Kentuckians
--Will reach- voting, ,age This year,
according to data from the University of Louisville Urban Studies
Center.
Kentucky has set back-to-back
records for voter registration. The
first record came last year when a
total of 184,301 new voters registered between the 1991 and 1992
general election. That is the single
highest number in any single year.
The second record came this
spring when a record high of
2,160,102 were registered to vote in
the. May primary election.
"Additionally, registration trends
are being reversed- in-Kentneky-,""rBabbage said.
"Traditionally registration declines following a presidential cleC6011: he added. After the 1988
presidential election, registration
dropped by 89,229. Between the
1942 presidential- election and this
year's primary, registration increased by 83,929..
"The importance of local elections has contributed 10 an increase
in registration. More programs in
Kentucky which make voter remere--eonvenient have-also prompted many to register,"
Babbage noted.
Since 1901., the clzile board of
lectionsh*Tprovedmall-iiri voter,'
' registration. In 1992 MCI Communications developed and contributed to Kentucky the nation's first
voter registration request line which
enabled citizens to being the registration process with a phone call.
Corporations across the state
hosted registration programs in the
workplace and several schools im-
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Former Nazi
camp guard
deported
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MILWAUKEE (AP) — An
82-year-old who lied about his
past as a Nazi concentration
camp guard was ordered deported
to Germany if his health
improves.
Immigration Judge J. Daniel
_Dowell issued the order Monday
in the case of Anton Baumann.
The retired carpenter from suburban West Allis has heart disease
and has had a stroke. He underwent bypass surgery in January.
In a statement from Washington, the Justice. Department said
it did not oppose the ruling since
"actual deportation would be
life-threatening."
Baumann admitted concealing
his service as a guard at the Stutthof and Buchenwald camps in
Poland, where thousands were
tortured; starved and. killed.
There was no evidence that Baumann personally mistreated
prisoners.
Two years ago, a federal judge
revoked Baumann's citizenship
after it Was - proved that he lied
about his Nazi affiliation when he
came to' the United States in.
1950.
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*Daily & Weekly Rentals
*Clean, Dependable Cars
*Call Us For Rates

take

-frequent breals---iii-a- cool place
drink plenty of liquids, not including alcoholic beverages.
Those %her eliercise Outside
evening after it cools down,he said.
should do so early in the morning
People who cool their homes with
electric fans should remember that during the coolest part of the day.
Parents need to watch children
as temperatures near the 100-degree
mark,the fans alone are not enough carefully in. hot weather., Children
'lb provide needed body coohng. should take the same precautions as
adults as far as outdoor clothing,
"When the temperatures climb
into the high 90s and approach 100 frequent breaks and 'plenty Of
liquids.
degrees.' Leach said, "the use of
larts-should-be-eambine&-with'the•
"One-of thc-IludAblugs.-10remember about children and hot plemented -Babbage's programs to
use of wet washcloths or towels to
weather is that they should never he
bring voter education into the classmoisten the skin and cause evaporaleft
in a closed automobile,even tor
room and to encourage students to
tion."
a very short period of time," Leach
Without the application of moisshare their learned information with
said.
ture, fans merely circulate hot air
their families.
"Tragically, children have died
In counties where these programs and speed up the body's dehydration
from heat exposure in closed autowere utilized, adult voter turnout process.
mobiles," he said. "Pets should not
"Without the extra moisture apincreased an average of six percent
be-ktft-in-this-litittat-ion,
plied
ur-theiuu1.
earractually
•
over previous years.

Babbage: teens should
register for election
-••••^4,-.
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of Murray-Calloway toasty rsesallrebeIssl mew
officers for the 1993-94 year. Pictured (from kit to rigid) lob
Magni% e, l'rrasurer; Gale Cornelison, President; Jam Peaky. President-S:1rd; and Jeanie Carson, Secretary. Also pictured (far right)is
nevt board member, Jack ltykowski.
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40' Off Per Pack
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Come in and
check-oui`
other special's!

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING aiming Smoidrig
Now Gros* Reduces Serious Rolm to Your listen

USA

MART

811 Sycamore, Murray •

753-7333

going...
Reliable
is
DRUGS
TM

RITE
Coming Soon To Your Neighborhood
With Great Savings
VSame Courteous Employees
V Thousands Of Lowered Prices
N/Fast, Friendly Computerized Pharmacy
N/Guaranteed Low Prescription Prices
VFormerPrescriptions On File
V,Savings On Over 1,200 Rite Aid Brands
V Tremendous Values On Rite Buy Specials

COUPON OFFER

COUPON OFFER

$400
off
Now you can receive your large 4" pnnts returned
already bound in a photo album at no extra charge.

Holland Motor Sales

• No More Lease Prints
• Easy Take Apart Design
• Great Way to Store and Show Your Pads

East Main St.
753-4461

Coupon must accompany film with your order.
Offer good now thru Aug. 8. 1993

COCA-COLA
ALL FLAVORS - YOUR CHOICE
1-20 pack 1-24pack,--2424)acks or 4-&pacswh
this coupon through August 8, 1993.
Redeemable only at the Rite Aid stores
listed in this ad. Limit 6 per customer.
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Yogurt sugar tree tat tr,.,
& 1-te tcc cr(Wri

Baskin t plRollfbins "
Ice Cram
Olympic Plaza

753-3111

A dail•Isiralloe of GED test/B
a in Counseling and ,Testing Censer. Ordway Hall. 'Murray State University.
Infort,2 Miii
Calloway (7simuy Public blowy events
include Parents and Twos/9 30 a.m. and
Story Hour/10.30 a in
0.ereaters Ananymous/5 15 p.m./F.11k
Community Center.
Alcoholic Anonymous (AA)/open
discussion/I I a m /American Legion
Building, South Sisth and Maple Streets.
Info/751 Wei or 435-4314.
Hazel Center/open 10 a m.-2 p.m./for
senior citiiens. activities. Free blood
pressure checks/1f a.m.-1 p.m.
Weaks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior cull/ens' activities. Senior Golf League/8 a.m./Miller
Memorial Golf Course.
_Summer Bible Co-nfarenceP.prit rSorth side Baptist Church.
Elm Grove Baptist Church services/7
pm
Bible classesr7 p.m./Glendale Road
Church of Christ.
Bible classes/7 p.m /University Church of
anst.
Memorial Baptist Church events include
Prayer service() p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/8
P:m•
.W estsidt Baptist _Church ,tvents _include _
business meeting/7 p.m.
First United Methodist Church events
include Wesleyan Circle to Reelfoot/8
am ; Covenant Prayer/10 a.m.; Tom "furner Gathering/6 p.m.
First Baptist Church events include Day
Camp for ages-q-10 at 9:30 a.m.; Ladies'
Bible Study/10 airs.; Library open/6:15
p.m ; Klaymata/6:30 p.m.; Prayer meeting
and Children's Super Summer
Studies/6:45 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church events include
revival service/7 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church events Include
Choir Practice/6 p.m.
St. Leo's Catholic Church events include
Prayer Group and Game Night after Mass.
Dexter Baptist Church events include
worShi0/730 p.m. Wrather West Kentucky Museum open/
830 3.1T1 4:15 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Land Between the Lakes -events include
Planetarium Show/11 a.m., 1, 2 and 3
p.m /Visitor Center; Iron Industry/10:30
a.m. and 1:30 p.m., Food Preservation
depending on garden yields/Ilomeplace;
Deer Up Close/10 a.m.. Snakes and
Turtles/I p.m., Eagles Up Close/2 p.m.
and Red Wolves/3 p.m./Nature Center.

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
Tbe Murray Civitaa Club wiN meet Thursday. July IS. at Nom
at Homeplace Restaurant. Their programw ill he a report by John and
Rowena Emerson of their participation in the 76th annual convention
of Civitan International in Hanover. Germany. where they represented
Civitans of Kentucky, Prentice Dunn v..111 review plans for Civitan
participation in the Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair. July 26-11.
President Wayne Williams urges all Cis tuns to be present.

West Murray plans Bible School

West Murray Chura ol Christ will have Vacation table School starting
Monday, July 19, and continuing through Friday. July 23. Classes for all
ages will be at 7:30 p.m. nightly. Children's Classes will be studying 'Lives
of Various Bible Characters.' Cecil Belcher will teach the adult class in a
study of 'The New Life in Christ.' The public is invited to attend the classes
atilt& cburch-located at(
Hot** Drive and Doran
:
,• •
---

Fellowship Church plans event

Christian Fellowship Church at Briensburg is planning a week for children
July 19-23. A combination Vacation Bible School and Kids Krusade will be.
each morning from 9 a.m. to noon. Dick and Pat Crowder, missionaries to
Honduras, will conduct the Kids Krusada. They will feature Scripture Scrambles, Missionary stories, puppets, songs. contests and prizes. For further
information call 1-527-8369.

Higher Praise _plans. school

Thurmond and Percarpio
vows will be.,said Sept. 4

Wide Band
Ladies
7 Diamond Cluster

Diamond 'TULIP'Chasten

Diamonds with
Emeralds
Rubies or
\_ Sapphires
YOUR CHOICE
$49

Murray-Calloway County Camera Club will meet Thursday, July 15, at 7
p.m. at Calloway County Public Library Robert Crenshaw will present a
program on 'Volcanoes: The Big Island of Hawaii." All members and interested persons are invited to attend. For more information call Betgh Parker
at 753-5278.

Ken-Ten Iris Association plans sale
Ken-Ten

The
Iris Association will have a rhizome sale on Saturday, July
17, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the E.W. James parking lot on Highway 22 at
Dresden, Tenn. A selection of named variety iris will be on sale. For more
information call 1-901 -364-5557.-

Buchanan Baptists plan school

Vacation Bible School- will be at Buchanan Baptist Church, located on
Highway 218 at Buchanan, Tenn., starting Monday. July 19, and continuing
through Friday, July 23. Classes for all ages groups will be from 6 to 8 p.m.
each evening. The Rev. Darvin Stom, pastor, invites the public to attend.

Bethlehem Church plans services

A gospel meeting at Bethlehem Church of Christ, Rt. 1, Buchanan, Tenn.,
will start Sunday, July 143, and continue through Thursday. July 22. Will T.
Winchester will be the speaker for services at 10 and 11 a.m. and 7i30 p.m.
on Sunday and 7:30 p.m., Monday,through Thursday. A potluck meal will be
served Sunday at Hazel Community Center.

Airborne servicemen wanted

The 82d Airborne Division Association is trying to locate 'all' former paratroopers and glidermen. The wings earned during military service has made
them eligible for membership. Annual conventions, picnics, meetings,
dinner-dances, and many smaller reunions are planned during the year. The
national convention will be at Nashville. Tenn., in August, and "All Ohio
Day's* will be in October. Current members are from the 11th, 13th. 17th,
82d; 101st and smaller units'. including today's special forces. For details
write or call Airborn Reunion's 1993, 5459 Northc nutt Pl., Dayton, Ohio
45414, or call 1-513-898-5977.

Lock-in planned here on Aug. 7

Stone named
for honors
$99 1

Camera Club will meet Thursday

Mrs. Carol Lane of Murray and Kenneth Thurmond
of Mayfield
announce the engagement and forthcoming marriage ol
their daughter,
Kendra Dianne Thurmond of Columbia. Md., to Thomas
William Percarpio, son of Mr. and Mrs. William Percarpio ot Long
Valley, N.J.
Miss Thurmond is the granddaughter of Mrs. Evie Todd
and the late Ivie Todd and of Mrs. Mary Thurmond :Ind the late
Cecil Thurmond,
all of Murray.
„
Mr. Percarpio is the grandson of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Charles
McGuire of Oxford, N.J., and the late Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Percarpio
of Washington, N.J.
The bride -elect, a 1989 graduate of Murray State
Cniyeprty, is
employed as an Executive Meeting Manager by -Marriott
Corporation.
The groom-elect, a 1986 graduate ol Harvard Unisersity,
received
his Master's Degree in 1991 from St. Thomas
University, Miami, Fla.
He is employed by 1.A.S.T.E.
The wedding vows will he exchanged on Saturday..
Sept. 4, at 2
p.m. at First United Methodist Church, Murray.
A reception will follow at the Murray Country
Club.
Invitations will be sent.

The Associated Ladies for Lipscomb from four area counties are sponsoring a 'Regional Lock-in" for teen' who will be entering the ninth through
.121h grades plus 1993 graduates7This will be held from 8 p.m. on Friday.
Aug. 6, until 7 a.m. on Saturday. Aug. 7, at Curris Center. Murray State
University. Lots of activities are planned including games, bowling, movies,
live entertainment, a devotional speaker (Mike Tanaro from Lone Oak),
great food, and much more. The cost will be $15 per person. Proceeds from
this event will go toward scholarship funds to assist local students who will
be attending David Lipscomb University, Nashville, Tenn. For registration
information contact Janie Parker at 753-9354 or Peggy Carraway at
435-4501. The registration deadline is July 19.

Deborah Stone

YOUR CHOICE

High_ar.Praisa.Worship. Center will have preregistration for_ Vacation Bible
School on Saturday, July 17, from 1 to 3 p.m. in the foyer of the church,
located on Industrial Road at Railroad Crossing. Classes for children, ages
3 to 12, Will be held from 7 to 9 p.m. starting Monday, Aug. 2, and continuing through Friday, Aug. 6. All children who preregrster will receive a free
gift. For more information call Mike and Karen Eldridge at 759-9410.

Keildra Dianne Thurmond,fiancee
of Thomas William Percarpio

Ladies Diamond & Onyx
or Pink ice
'YOUR CHOICE
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Murray Star Chapier o 411 Order
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• Bingo'
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Parents Anonymous''
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(110$12
Murray 10PS Club Kentucky 04. First
Presbyterian Church/6 p rn
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irnan's Club House
summer Bible Conference'
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Deborah Stone has been named
a United States National Collegiate Award winner in Office
Administration by the United
States Achievement Academy.
Stone, who attends Paducah
Community College, was nominated for this national award by
Sherry Anderson, professor at
PCC.
She received the Outstanding Freshman Award in
Office Administration at PCC.
She also was elected to membership in Phi Theta Kappa, honorary fraternity, for her 4.0 average.
To be eligible for membership, a
student must have a 3.5 average.
Stone, wife of Richard Stone,
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Harrison of Lynnville.

BRIDAL SHOW — Six 'persons modeled- -wedding —gewns at the
"Brides Through the Ages" luncheon of Murray Christian
Women's Club held June 15 at Holiday Inn. They were, top photo,
from left, Freda Lovett who wore the gown of her daughter,
Kathy Cleaver; Julie- Gustafson, a gown loaned by Marla Wallace;
Julie Shull, a gown loaned by Marla Wallace; Karen Green, the
wedding gown of Gail Gage; Sarah McNeary, wedding gown of
Kathy Tinsley; and Heather Jedan, wedding gown of Lois Jones'
daughter. Jim Outland, dressed in his tuxedo, escorted the models
while Gail Gage was the narrator. Piano music was by Allene
Knight. Stacy Liggett, standing right in bottom photo, presented
special music. Mary Ann Burdette of Lexington, seated left in bottom photo, was the featured speaker. Also pictured in bottom
photo, were Melva Cooper, Lois Green and Kay Brookhiser. The
club will have a "Fun in the Sun" luncheon on Tuesday. July 20,
at noon at Holiday Inn. Reservations should be made by Sunday
evening, July 18, by calling Freda Lovett, 753-3999, or Vida Trenholm 753-2399.

•Ntylor & Latex Balloons
•Custom Design Country Crafts
•Decorative Mugs & Assorted Candy
.Girt Baskets
'New Arrivals Everyday
.Free Delivery
'Monthly Balloon bowel Spociale
753-6242
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10 6, MSat

tiappY
Birthday
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The annual homecoming at W. Zion Cemetery will be Saturday. July 17,
starting about 8:30 a.m. The cemetery is located on Will Doores Road near
Backusburg. All interested persons are invited. Persons unable to-attend
may send their donations for the upkeep of the cemetery to Newell Doores,
Rt. 1, Box 58, Kirksey, Ky.

Art classes planned Thursday
Art classes are being conducted at Calloway County Public Library this
summer by Lynn Pesoat Warren. On Thursday, July 15, the class will be on
'Wearable Art.' Students are asked to bring clothing to paint print, marblize
and/or tie-dyetercolors and acrylics. To register call Warren at 489-2751.

Dance Class planned by Leisure Life
The Leisure Life will sponsor a Line Dance Class on Wednesday. July 14,
from 4 to 6 p.m. at University Branch of Bank of Murray. Instructors will be
Bill and Janie Raymer from Paris, Tenn. Researchers have found that dance
offers dual physical and psychological rewards. It relaxes the mind, conditions the body and relieves both physical and mental stress. Members will
have an opportunity to learn line dances Such as Boot, Scoot & Boogie and
the Chocolate City Hustle while getting great physical exercise and having .
fun. There will be a $3 per person per class fee. Reservations for the class
must be made in advance by calling Martha Covey at 753-1893.

Births, dismissals, death
listed in hospital reports

Baffoons for
aff Occasions

qr HEARTLAND'S 40
COUNTRY CHARM
404 South 12111 • Murray
(hnxt to The Edge)

Mt. Zion Cemetery homecoming Saturday

1ri
w r

off Arcadia Drive
City-County Park
For Reservations
Call:

7597-1752
Read the classifieds

The Star
Spangled Girl
July 16 and 17 at 8 p.m.
July 22, 23 and 24
at 8 p.m.
Sunday. July 18 and 25
at 2 p.m.

One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday,
July 10, have been released as
follows:

dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Sunday, July 11, have
been released as follows:

Newborn admission

Underwood baby girl, parents, Elizabeth and David, 1512 Valleywood
R., Paris, Tenn.;

Sawyer baby girl, parents, Jan and
Ronald, 1001 Birch St, Apt. 2, Benton
Dismissals
Mrs. Lisa C. Rudolph and baby boy,
Rt. 1, Box 321, Almo; Mrs. Dawn E.
Winningham and baby girl. HCR 75
Box 243H. New Concord;
Mrs. Janet Stewart and baby girl,
177 Old Dover Rd., Cadiz; Miss Travonda C. Vaughn and baby girl. 105
South 12th St., B5, Murray;
Mrs. Casondra L. Thompson and
baby girl, Rt. 1, Box 216, Dexter; lssac
Brooks Rt. 1, Box 51, Buchanan.
Tenn.:
Hassell Davidson, Box 56, Lynnville:
Mrs Anna Cunningham, 1300 Kirkwood, Murray; Mrs. Shearon Thompson, At. 1, Box 522, Benton;
Mrs. Evelyn Bocek, At. 2, Dover,
Tenn.; Douglas Crafton, 723 Sycamore St., Murray:- Mrs Nelda Murphy,
1114 Fairlane Dr., Murray; Miss Cecilia Nano!, 2216 Edinborough, Murray.
•
Three newborn admissions,

Newborn admissions

Taylor baby girl, mother, Tara Taylor, 15320 Linton Rd , Cadiz;
McWherter baby boy, parents, Shelley and Michael. Rt. 6, Box 308,
Mayfield
Dismissals
Mrs. Deanna Gardner, Rt 1, Box

258, Dexter; Miss Christina Schneider,
105 North 16th St., Apt. 2. Murray;
Mrs. Stacey Heflin, Rt. 1, Box 104,
Gilbertsville; Mrs Juanita Sledd. Rt. 2.
Symsonia Ad, Benton;
Mrs Katherine Duncan, At 1, Box
482, Dexter; Clarence C. Culver, At. 1,
Box 4.
tVoiyfield: Mrs. Martha Strong,
826 S h First St. Mayfield,
Willi m H. Dabbs, NCR 75, Box
208, New Concord; Miss Lillie Childress, 1629h Farmer, Murray; Stephen
Charles Yolk, P0. BOK 79, BMW '
Expiration .
Mrs. Alice Colgan. At. 3. Box 270 D,
Murray.
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BALTIMORE
T he s
come from different eras and
different sports. yet they share
an abundance of talent and an
unmistakable aura.
Michael and Reggie. First
names suffice.
One gave up baseball in
_hi/A ...s.choo.L.,the-,..other retire/I,
six years ago. But as they have
dozens of times before.
Michael Jordan and Reggie
Jackson stole the show. This
time they did it during the festivities leading up to tonight's
All-Stat Game.
On a field packed. with Hall
of Earners and All-Stars,. they
were -the eettiert-of attention
Monday. Jackson reminded
fans of his greatness, and Jordan turned some of the sport's
legends into star-struck fans.
"I wanted to have a picture
taken with him," said Al
Kaline. the Hall of Fame outfielder, after posing with Jor- I
dan. "He's maybe the greatest
athlete that's ever lived. He's
bigger than life.'t
Ken Griffey Jr.. also kept a •
souvenir of his meeting with
the NBA great. He got the Chic-age -White Sox--uniformJordan wore during a celebrity
home run derby — won by
Jordan, of course — and had it
signed by His Airness.
•Oriffey had no qualms about
a basketball player grabbing
many of the cheers at baseball's biggest celebration.
"If they wanted me to go to
the 3-point shooting contest at
the (NBA All-Star Game), I
'would," Griffey said. ..
Other players cornered Jordan in the dugout and clubhouse, bringing over relatives
and friends to have their pictures taken with Jordan.
Wearing blue shorts, a white
golf shin and 'black baseball.
spikes, Jordan took batting
practice with actors Bill Murray, Jim Belushi, Tom Selle,ck
and former wide receiver and
current NBC commentator
Ahmad Rashad in the morning.
He swung a black Reggie
'Jackson model bat.
• After 25 liners and grounders and foul balls, he hit one
into the third row of the leftfield seats.
"Just getting warmed up
now," he yelled at Jackson. "I
need some golf pitches to tee
TI up."

Allison family loses Davey in crash
By JAY REEVES
6P Sports Writer

BIRMINGHAM. Ala. - NASCAR driver Oases Allison died today of head injuries suffered when the helieopter he was piloting crashed at Talladega Superspeedway.
hospital officials said.
Carraway Methodist Medical C- enter spokesman Dasid
Smitherman said Allison. 32, died at the hospital at 7 a.m.
CDT. He said Allison's head injuries were massive and
that the race car driver never regained consciousness.
Allison and veteran racer Red Farmer were critically
injured Monday afternoon when the helicopter crashed in
the speedway infield.
Smithcrman said Farmer remained in the intensive care
unit at the hospital today but had "rested comfortably"
during the night. His injuries are not life-threatening.
9mithermarr site

Marriage pays for Jay

Ilk

LANDOVER, Md.(AP) — The Washington Bullets on Monday
signed their top draft choke, Calben Cheaney of Indiana, to a sixyear contract.
Terms of the agreement were not disclosed.
The Bullets used the sixth pick overall in the NBA draft to select
Cheaney, who was named 1992-93 college player of the year iss
The Associated Press and Sports Illustrated. He also won the
Wooden and Naismith awards as the nation's top player.
Cheaney, a 6-foot-7 forward, is the all-time leading scorer in
Indiana and Big 10 'history.

By BOB GREEN_
AP Sports Writer

SANDWICH, England — Fred
Couples' life began to change at
this tournament a Year ago.
Now, 'going into the 122nd
British Open, he's hoping —
even expecting — that his game
will change.
Couples, ever cautious in his
public pronouncements, however,
admitted "I've got a long way to
go," before he's ready_ to challenge favorites Nick Faldo, Nick
Price and Payne Stewart. in the
oldest of golfs championships.
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GLNDALE, Calif.
Cove
Don Drysdale a baseball and he
was an intimidator, an - intense
competitor who gave no quarter.
Off the field, he was warm and
friendly, a devoted family man
who loved to laugh.
That was the portrait painted
-by-thosc ca ogizing Duy?.dak at
memorial services Monday for
the Hall of Fame pitcher.

Tom Shown of Murray recorded a hole-in-one on Sunday, July
4 at Miller Golf Course's 149-yard, par-3 16th hole using a
7-iron. The, ace was witnessed by Ed Hendon. Bob Thurman,
Brett Harcourt, Eredrik Skoglund and Harm Ohlmeyer.

"I don't ,really see myself
But there are reasons for it.
beating them head-to-head right
"I haven't played a lot this
now," Couples said Monday
year," Couples said. "Usually, I
after a practice round it Royal St. play 80 percent of my golf by
Geories, the fearsome old
this time of the year. This time,
. course in the sandhills overlookI'm doing the total opposite.
ing Pegwell Bay on Fngland's . ''This is the start of the big
southeast coast.
part of my season.- I'm looking
"But that's OK,- Couples
forward to it.
said. "My day will come again."I• think I'm on a good pace,
And it may come quickly, he • I'm not playing that poorly at all.
said.
It's just that I haven't played that
Despite a sparse playing schemuch and I'm kind of rusty. 1
dule-Couples has .w.on.lan•ae-iffH1 'istS)715..16-iiiiid holes a day, hut
recorded seven toP-.10 finishes. when I play a bad one,. I'm not
Not bad, hut far off his Player.of - saying strokes. That's, the
the Year pace of 1992.
difference.•.

Murray Blue rips Mayfield 14-4

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there

ovit
State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices Bloomington Illinois
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Cheaney signs with Bullets
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Baseball's
Intimidator
remembered

SWEET SIXTEEN

BALTIMORE.,(AP) — Some- has cleared since Ted-Williams in
thing extraordinary, must have
1941.
happened Ii5-101in OterucT-Tiii
Pressed to tome up with an
winter. How else can one explain explanation, Olerud rattles off a
his .395 batting average, com- variety of theories. A sampling:
pared to a .269 lifetime mark?
"I've spent a couple of years
"The big thing I can put my in the big leagues, and now I
finger on is that I got married," know what it's like facing diffethe Toronto Blue Jays' first base- rent pitchers and what they're
man said Monday, the day before
trying to do to get yisu out. ...
his first A11,Star game. "Yeah, .I've •been more -aggressive- early
that's it. She's, a, great hitting
in the _count. That's been a big
coach."
difference. ... Early in spring
She must be. Because Olcrud
training. I started swinging- the
has done little to change his batbat well. When.you have success
ting technique, yet he's challeng- like that, it builds your
ing the .400 mark, which no one confidence."
— -- --

111:16103DI 11011 Zi

.ibrary this
will be on
I, marblize
489-2751.

Allison's injuries had been described as far mom Wilms
..Last Jill) 19, Davey Allison was involved in a %stas
fie
u
and estensvie than Farmer's. After Allison
died. said lit wreck at Pocono International Raewas in long Pond.
Smitherman. the Allison Family asked that his organs he
Pa. His car flipped 12 times. leasing him with abroken
donated "so others may Inc."
oght arm. broken ribs and a concussion
Relatives. including Allison:s father, retired racer Bobby
After spending live nights in a hospital. he qualified his
Allison. gathered tor a somber vigil at the hospital. Davey
car
for the race the following weekend at Talladega
Allison's wife. 1.1z, was also there, but their two children
Allison
finished third in the Slick 541 ;00 on SuniW at
age.
and I
wer0 with friends.
An investigator from the National Transportation Safety Loudon, N.H.. to move up to fifth in the Winston Cup
Board was in lalladega to sort out conflicting accounts of standings. Allison finished third overall the last two years.
Allison was scheduled to race.in the Die-Hard 500, to he
what happened in the 3 p.m. crash in the track infield.
This was not the first time tragedy struck Alabama's held at the speedway July .25.
On .Monday. Speedway president Mike Helton said/Alhfirst family of racing.
son went down While attempting to land in an area not norBobby Allison was critically injured in a 1988 crash at
mally used by helicopters. The chopper came to rest on its
Pocono and had to retire as a driver after 84 career victoside
near a chain-link fence just yards away from a garage
ries
leaving him tied for third on the Winston Cup list.
and -a media center.
Last year. Davey s younger brother Clifford was killed in a
-csasheaLisani-.1anding,--It-jesti-weni-stretrol7'-',-lerret—IT:1GITehitifirThterr6tional rtierasZay.
. Helton said. "It didn't really
anything."
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"I may, not ever have another
streak like I had last season, hut
if I can pick it up a little, I could
have a great year."
The reason he hasn't played
much this _season?
"Basically, I'm lazy," CQU-,
plcs said.
"If I put my mind to it, practice enough. I could take off, play
some great golf before the year is,
over," he said.
More immediately, however,
the two Nicks — Faldo and. Price
— and - Payne Stewart, are- the
more likely contenders, Couples
said.

And there was humor. as' Bob „
Uccket„ at the request of Drysdale's widow, Ann Meyers.
'recalled--• lighter -moments from
Qsysdale's life. ,
_
reriimber tlic first time
Don touched me: it was right
here," Uecker said. pointing to a
spot on his neck where Drysdale
— who hit a major league-record
154 batters during his career -nicked him with a • brushback
pitch.
Drysdale, 56. who started with
the Dodgers in- Brooklyn before
they moved to Los Angeles, died
of a heart attack.- Authorities .sai(l
Drysdale apparently--thed.-the- - night of July- 2 in his Montreal
hotel room. His body was found
the next day.

Young,Aikman missing
By The Associated Press

Drew Henry's two-RBI triple headlined Murray Blue's eight-run
third inning, allowing the local Kentucky League all-stars to take
command and roll to a 14-4 victory over Mayfield in the Benton
All-Star Tournament Monday night.
Murray, getting three innings of mound work from both Tony
Ryan and Jason Haley, will now meet the winner of Murray GoldMarshall County on Saturday at 4 p.m.
Chris Felts led the Blue with two doubles, followed by Ryan
with a double and single. Brady Harris and Chase Wallace each-had
_two singles and Jeremy Bolls-, Josh Garland, Anthony Cogdell and
Kwen Trice all singled.

There were solemn tributes,
with many, . inclu6ng Dodgers
pitcher Orel Hcrshiser and broadcaster Dick Enberg, unable to
fight back tears.
"He was a modern-day hero,"
said Hershisec, who in 198a
broke Drysdale's 20-year-old,
major league record for consecutive score1ess innings.

Steve Young may miss the
opening of training camp. Troy
Aikman may not Miss as much
camp as everyone thought he
would.
Young's contract with the San
Francisco 49ers expired after last
season, and under league rules he
cannot participate in camp until a
new one is in place. The- 49ers'
camp opens Wednesday.
"We have every intention of
him being in training camp, but it
takes two to do a contract," said

Leigh Steinberg, Young's agent."We also have every intention of
having him compensated fairly."
Aikman. the Super Bowl MVP,
threw a football for the first time
since undergoing back surgery
June 19. He downplayed the short
Losses as an insignificant step in
his rehabilitation.
"Just standing there throwing.
I didn't expect to feel any pain or
any discomfort," Aikman said
after making several dozen
throws. "It really doesn't test the
back all that much, at least in my
opinion."

LOCAL BASEBALL
PARK LEAGUE

A.1 GUTTERS

Break Than Billiards captured the Park League Tournament championship Friday night with a 17-11 win over Furchss Farms. Brian Kurz led
Break Time with two doubles and a home run. Paul Kurz had two singles
and a triple while Josh Burks added a single, double and triple. Nick Warner, Jason Wanks and Brandon Thurmond had two singles apiece, Greg
Ryan had a triple and single, Chris Strift•and_Korey Andrus h triplekand
Keith Stom, Jordan Steiner and Jeremiah Voyles all had doubles.
For Furchos Farms, Josh Smith.had three hits, James Ouertermous,
Adam Brockwell, Ben Anderson and Tyler Murdock all had two hits while
Timoth Steiner, Steven Parker and Ben Keller had one hit.

Quality Work at a fair price.
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D & W Auto Glass Sho
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A PETITION ASKING ABC NOT TO SHOW SOFTCORE VIOLENT
PORNOGRAPHY AND TO SHOW RESPECT FOR OUR FAMILIES

WE ARE

Tell A Friend
About This Ad!

Help Us Get
2 Million Petitions

•
And we are fighting back!
Will Steven Bochco's upcOming ABC cop show, NYPD BLUE, become the first TV seriesto feature VIOLENT SOFTCORE PORNOGRAPHY? Bochco and ABC plan to include
even more graphic NUDITY,VIOLENCE AND LANGUAGE ON NETWORK TV. Stu Shlossman,senior vice-president of the advertising agency BBDO,said this about NYPD BLUE:
"If you're a publicly held company, you don't want to get letters from shareholders asking why are you SUPPORTING SOFT-CORE PORN ON TV."ABC plans to begin showing
NYPD BLUE this fall.
USA Today said:"A clip shown at the New York presentation (of NYPD BLUE)featured a cop—Dennis Franz—in bed with a prostitute. Another scene had a colleague undressing
a woman in a steamy sex scene. All this, and blood and guns and racy language, too, from Bochco...." Casting notices said that nudity would be required of the actresses who'll
portray the show's two female leads. USA Today said the pilot had A SEX SCENE THAT SHOWS A WOMAN'S BREASTS AND INCLUDES RAW LANGUAGE.
and all,' mused one buyer. Bared breasts were also shown—and hardly fleetingly."
Advertising Age said: "The backsides of both participants were visible,
TV critic Tom Shales said the program contained "FOUR-LETTER WORDS AND EXPLICIT (for television) BEDROOM SCENE."
Bochco told USA Today:"TV has always been 30 years behind the times. It's no secret I've been trying to drag these folks kicking and screaming into the 1990s. And I must say,
ABC...has been terrific." He told ABC's GOOD MORNING,AMERICA:"I would hope. .that networks will begin to allow those of us who are making serious dramas to bring, to produce
more explicit Material for network television...Language, sex, the whole panoply."
After the networks begin showing violent softcore "R-rated" pornography,the next step is violent hardcore "X-rated" pornography.The time to STAND UP and FIGHT BACK
against violent pornography on television is now!

Is this what you want TV teaching your children?
The TV industry magazine Electronic Media, in an editorial in March, said "TV no longer wants to be a polite guest; now it behaves more like a common
•
street mugger." Examples:
• A study commissioned by TV Guide reported that in a single day TV showed 1,846 acts of violence, 389 assaults, 362 gunplay, and 273 punches.
(NBC Nightly News 5/21/93)
• An extended violent scene so graphic that ABC first refused to show it, but showed it after the producer complained. (Murder in the Heartland 5/4)
•Two teenage girls decide to "do it" with each other to see if a girl would be better than a boy. The message to millions of young impressionable teenage
girls was that they should try lesbianism. Afterward, one confesses her "love" for the other. KSL-TV dropped one series after it featured a nurse humming
"Killing Me Softly" during euthanasia while a man danced with his wife's corpse and another featured a young woman achieving a climax by herself in
the'batk-seat-of a Cat. (Picket-Fences,1/2, 4/29)
• A 30 minute program promoting'masturbation.'Every scene, every conversation, focused on masturbation. (Seinfield 4/29)
• Arnie proposes a threesome with Nancy and Marla, or begs he at least be allowed to watch Nancy and Marla have sex. (Roseanne 4/20)
• A college freshman has sex with a woman twice his age on the college library floor. (Class of96 3/2)
• A scene depicted bestality with a sexual encounter between a dog and a man involving mouth to mouth contact. (Saturday Night Live 5/9)

We will no longer remain silent it is time to fight back
We're a group of MORE THAN ONE MILLION mothers, fathers, grandparents and citizens who are FED UP with the sex, violence and profanity on
television. We say it is time to draw the line on this medium which has such potential for good but which has been used in such a destructive manner by
those who control it.
lf We act alone,the networks and advettisetSwill ignore us. But by joining with two,three,four or m'0re million households, WE HAVE CLOUT!The advertisers,
the people who pay the bills,will pay attention. The Washington Post(4/17/93)said that people who are FED UP should "make their feelings known to sponsors
of shows." The networks care only about money. They don't care about the damage their programming is doing to our children and families. It is time to fight
back by hitting them where it hurts—in the pocketbook.
Our families and our children are precious to us. Enough is enough. WE ARE FED UP and are FIGHTING BACK. If you are fed up, too,join with us. Return
the petition below.
If you have already responded to our earlier "WE ARE OUTRAGED" ad, you need not return this petition.
We already know you are with us.

A PETITION TO ABC

Together We Can Make It Happen

•

American Family Association is an organization composed of more than
1,000,000 supporters in all 50 states. AFA is a member of the national financial
accountability group ECFA(P.O. Box 17456, Washington, DC, phone 703-7131414) and registered in every state that requires registration. We are audited
annually. Not one penny of the money which comes in from this ad will be
used for salaries, administration, etc. All donations will be used to buy ads
in other papers.
The Roanoke (VA) Times & World-News checked on AFA and wrote: "The
American Family Association...has operated for 15 years with a good record for
honesty. We checked four sources. .No one doubted the money will be used as
the donors specify. Words like sincere, 'up front, and 'pretty clean ship' were
offered in describing the American Family Association.'
We're asking every reader of this ad to help us run it all over America.. AND
send in the petition on the right. ABC and TV advertisers will KNOW that
American families are FED UP and are joining together to fight back!
Forget the censorship lecture. ABC and those of you in the entertainment
industry. The First Amendment doesn't guarantee you a profit nor prohibit the
American public from joining together to fight back. As individuals, we have a
right to contact the advertisers and to spend our money where we want.
Right now, mail in the petition on the right. Please enclose a contribution
to help pay for another ad like this Well do the rest. And we will keep you
informed on which companies help sponsor NYPD Blue . All it takes is for enough
of us who are FED UP to ACT Can we count on YOU? Join the fight for our
families and our children.

Mail the petition now!

And Every Advertiser on Network Television
Mail to:

American Family Association, Dept.45C
P.O. Drawer 2440/107 Parkgate Drive
Tupelo, MS 38803

Yes, I am fed up with ABC's plans to show the "R- rated" program NYPD Blue, and their desire
to show nudity, more extreme violence and more profane language, I agree it is time to draw
the line. I want to be a part of this Grass Roots effort to bring common sense. respect for our
families and responsibility back to the TV industry. You agree to notify ABC and EVERY
NETWORK TV ADVERTISER every two weeks of the number of households joining this effort
and to use funds from this ad to run ads in other papers.You agree to let me know which
companies sponsor this program so I can hold them accountable I want to help you recruit
another two million homes to fight the filth on television. With this understanding, I am enclosing.
a tax-deductible contribution of $
to help pay for this ad to get more parents,
grandparents and concerned individuals involved.

Please print legibly
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP

P.S. It is the total number of petitions which come in that is important_ You can duplicate and
distribute this petition. This project is so important that even if you cannot send a contribution
please mail in this petition to add to the total we receive.
r.LJC L COIN

A Project of American Family Association, Dr Donald E Wildmon, President
Approved by the I R S as a 501-c-3 not for profit organization
This petition can be duplicated and passed on to others.
One petition per household, please.
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Reader Ads:
25t per word $5.00 minimum 1s1
day 5t per word per day for each

additional consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopperoTues Classifieds
lei into Shopping Guide $2.00 extra for blind box ads
Yard Sale S7.50 Prepaid

A '2.00 fee

will be required to
make any changes to ad after
deadline

340

120

Domestic
& Childcare
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Apartments
For Rent

Home
_

1 2,3,4BR apts, furnished.
KEN-TENN investigations
Now offering these now very nice, some with VERY spacious house for
Now Open
rent lbr. 1 bath, stove.
services Video Disaster washer & dryer, near MSU
refrigerator
furnished
Medicare supplement
Package (video & docu- No pets Also room for rent
ITISUMILC IS nov.
ment your valuables before 753-6111. 753-1252 days $300/mo torto deposit, lyr
lease 753-2905
sundanzeii in 10
disaster strikes); Project 753 0606 after 5pm
WILL do house cleaning
plans and we write
HOUSEKEEPER, one day Call Jean 474-2131 nights
Safeguard (fingerprint &
Dog Groomirip
1BR apartment, partially
per week Experienced. reall 10
photographing of your
All Breeds. All cSizes
COtO.RTYME Now acCHEST
furnished
jreezer
753-5094
$100,
after
The part A dudpslible
_fefences requeeeitl-child). Bel Air Center
cepting applications horn
swivel rocking chair $60,
6pm
Southside Shopping Ctr
)08. of your
759 4158 after 6pm
753-3868 or 436-6099PesitIon
self-confident
Rersons
Job
dining_
room
suite,
light- --insuren
-11311e1b-urlIVOrSity &- CREEKVIEW Self storage
includes customer relations MAINTENANCE person for
cherry, table, 8 chairs. bufiTIUSII pay has bean
hospital.some utilities paid
warehouses on Center
and deliveries. Positions apartment complex Basic SEWING jobs wanted, in- fet $650 obo, king size
iiii.rea••ed to 5676 in
Call 753-8756
Mobile
Drive behind Shoney's
available
Murray,
in
Maywaterbed,
knowledge
of
electrical
&
mirror,
headcluding formal wear.
1993
Homes For Sale
$40/mo 759-4081
$20
field
and
Paris.
Apply
at
plumbing
Must
board,
6
drawers
be
a
good
$125
obo
1BR
AKC Lab pups, black, shots
& studio apt available
or more information
753-1061
Colortyme in .Murray.
painter Apply in person at
436-2191
1931 14•65 MASCOT, appliances furnished. Cole& wormed, $100/ea
t a!!
Southside Manor between
376-5287
man RE 753-9898
‘fi.CONNE1.1.
DAY waitress needed. MaUSED furniture, looks like completely set up. 3br. 2
Livestock
10am-12noon & Murray
bath, central air, natural
INSL
ture, honest, good personnew
Call
Debbie
1BR
CHOW pups, AKC regisupstairs
apt
& Supplies
Manor 2-4pm NO PHONE
gas heat, masonite siding,
AGENC1
ality The idedl job for
759-4613
tered, 7 wks old, 4 black. 2
versity
s
CALLS
PLEASE
EOE
shingle roof, city water.
753-4199
ARABIAN horses for sale, cinnamon, all males. VW
someone with children in
OFFICE machines for sale
cable.
Can
be
or nationwide 1-S00moved
or
registered, 436-2528
school Hours 8-2 Mon-Fri
MANAGER for local busieach 489-2027
i86
Computer $1000. Elecrent 2 acre lot North of 3
455-4199
THELMA'S BARGAIN BiN
Regular pay plus tips
ness Needs to have a detronic
typewriter
$350.
Murray
1BR
$11,500
obo Call
,k,:r 31st year of sen
Water, appplianees
1109 Pogue Ave
Apply at .Sirloin Stockade gree in Business AdmiPortable Elec type $100,
753-7684 leave message. furnished. no pets.
759-9940
before 10am or after 2pm
nistration Send resume to all
with extras -753-2835
$1mo -753-3949-Clean Used Furniture. Ap
AURORA Pizza Magic GePO Box 1040 W, Murray,
1989 14x70 28R, 2 bath
oliances. and Misc !urns
nuine hand tossed pizza,
PC service & training at
KY 42071
jar
with
cathedral
1 OR 2br apts near downceilings,
Use Our I avaway Plan
—PROTECT YOUR CHILD WITH
fresh salads, sandwiches
your location Reasonable
Expenenced meat cutCUZZI,extrarme 753-9959,
town
Murray 753-4109
furniture
We
buy
NOW taking applications rates No
ECT SAFEGUARD"
gyros Open all year at
wrapper
service call
ter and meat
489 2068
for middle a.: for charge in Murray-Mayfield
2I3R apt, large rooms, very
5pm Closed Mon and
needed Apply in perWith the recent attempted abductions
ware •
liv- area Color printers from
1990 14.52 2Br. . central near MSU for up to 4 stuTues
son
474-8119
05
'c0•n
in our area, KT.!.-suggests that now is
e
dents, washer, dryer,
like
h-a
Call
1-800-649-3804
4550,
new
Hawkins
435
$229.97.
ReFarm
Owen Food Market
es 9 00.---- .. ape!' search today for appointstove, refrigerator turn
the time to act to protect your child.
435 4186
Equipment
1407 Main St.
MRS. THERESA, Reader
cat
iggins Furniture, ment . Calloway Co
'shed Coleman RE
K7.1. will photograph, fingerprint,
& Advisor. A true born
Hwy 641N between 9-5pm
753 7001. Graves Co CA Allis Chalmers plow 8 CUMMINGS Meter Poles 753-9898
and record vital information about
Psychic, gifted horn God
Specializing
in
mobile
disc 492-8411
DO you need a GED? Do
247 9257
your child that you will retain in your
554- 7904 call for you need hope for the fu- PERSON who travels to
home electric services 200 2BR duplex. zentral ha,
Paducah on Mondays to
appointment
amp $375 100 amp $325 appliances furnished
records. Don't wait until the unexture and help to get a solid bring courier bag to PaduAvailable now in Westwood
435-4027
pected happens and you don't have the
career? We have 22 JOB cah once a week. Fee neROGER Hudson Hauling
Subdivision Coleman RE
vital information the authorities need.
Hudson Horse and Clo- openings for people 16 thru gotiable 753-6258
SAVE, Save, Savei One of 753-9898.21 that are not full time high
thing Supply 753-4545
.the area's largest selection
K.T.I. can provide all that on one
school students Call POSTAL JOBS $11.95/hr ANTIQUES by the piece or STEEPLETOM pool table of manufactured homes 2BR duplex in nice private
convenient document. For more infor$1500 Marcy weight macollections
Call
753-9433
to
benefits
start
area
plus
Postal
Appliances
furnished.
753 9378 Five days a week
Every homo is quality built
025
chine $1000 753 4703
mation call 753-3868.
between 8 00am-3 00pm carriers, sorters, clerks, after 5pm
& energy efficient Dinkins $100/mo, 753-3313 maintenance.
For
an
appliWe
are
an
EOE
This
proHomes,
Hwy
TREADMILL.
Inc.
Mobile
DP, Power
Personals
CASH paid for good, used
FURNISHED apts ion 2br
ject is funded by the West- cation and exam informa- rifles, shotguns. and pis- Trac, like new, meth speed
Paris.
TN No pets Zimmerman
79E,
1-219-736-4715,
tion
Call
MEET 100's of nice singles
ern Kentucky Private Intols :Benson Sporting ditigal read out, original .1-800 612 4891
Apartments 753 6609
ext P3482 8am-8pm, 7
Down Home Singles, Box dustry Council JTPA
Bel-Air ('enter, Murray
Goods, 519 S 12th. cost $300 will sell for $150
TRAILER with 2 lots near MUR CAL Apartments now
days
323-ML, Rogersville, TN
Aper
5pm
753-9473
Murray
DRIVERS NEEDED Both
lake 436-2032
37857 615-235-5000
accepting applications for
experienced & inexper- SALES lot manage
JUNK air conditiopers. will
210
TWO traders 2br, 12•55. 1, 2 and.3br apartments _
SPOUSE Abuse Hotline ienced-. FREE TRAINING needed Great commis ..zeicjLtip......436 2904
EbQLML
.0-2
fie.c
-;.: - 459-4058-*et:Wilted-Vifay-nbnits-rpe' otnce,,,raiv--e-R-1----soorr-fderablerretrree---eall-4
'Firewood
3br. 1245. 1978 Cayorl Housing OpOrtun,ri
Agency
-i
you quality Call today for 800-772-7883 ask for Jim RESPONSIBLE couple
Crest. recently redecor- NEAR Campus,for two col
seeking house to rent in or A
your
future. Cook.
FIREWOOD for sale
ated, underpinning, $4500 lege students, $125 each
between Murray and Ben- 437-4667
1-800-877-8180
SHONEY'S INN now ac- ton Call after 5pm week436-5032 or 753-7861
per month Call 753-9564.
Help
EASY work! Excellent Pay. cepting applications for al days only 753-4122
8am to 4pm
Wanted
Please
positions.
in
apply
Assemble products at
200
person.
NEAR campus, for three
• Mobile
AVON sales. Be happy home, call toll free
college students, $150
Homes For Rent
Earn $8-$10hr. Part time, 1-800-467-5566 ext 8047 STOP LOOKING!We'll pay
Articles
each per month Call
I c 6+I SQ Fr. BRICK HOME FOR ONLY S49,(XX)00
you to place free classified
no inventory investment.
For Sale
PIANO tuning John
2BR trailer No pets 753-9564, 8am to 4pm
bedroom ran( h, energy efficient, brick home with
ads. Write: Pasep 187V,
Free samples, product, kit,
Gottschalk, 753 9600
9866
753
2...lull haths, fireplace, central heat 8c air, vaulied
161 S Lincolnway, N. Au- ALTERATIONS and retraining. 1-800-690-AVON.
NICE
2br duplex, ce
pairs Rental gowns & tuxe- SPINET Piano, excellent
di she.asher, range, sky light, and many more amenities
rora, IL 60542.
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
dos.Ruth's See and Sew, condition, $700 753-4573
huill On crawl space
electric
or
gas
Walking
disgas
hoo
WANTED barmaids, wait- Country Square, 1608 N
tance to college 753-5209
resses & dancers, $500 121. Murray 753-6981
o
pets
240
or 753-0870.
plus weekly. Doll House
trucking
exand
BOGARD
Heating
Cafe, Paris, Tn
Miscellaneous
NOW taking applications
cavating...ye We haul top
901-642-4297. 7pm-2am.
And Cooling
for Section Slow rent hous
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white, FORIalieponds, roads &
Over 6,000 Satisfied Customers Since 1958
WE -dre- looking " for as-- reek. rip rap 759-,1828
streets. We have dozer, NEW condition 74 ton mg...Apply in -person at
,--a— MODEL AVAILABLE
Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
sembly line workerg. Apply
grader, dirt mover & also Trane heat 11 air unit Will Southside Manrii:-`906— (502)554-3267
(502)582-1800
,Doors open al 6•00)
at Murray Unemployment BUSINESS Opportunity. bush hogging Any size accept bids 753-1300, at- Broad St Extended, beIiimernunt. and Garage Optional
Mobile pressure washer, jobs. Free estimates Call ter 7prn 489 2116
tween 8am 12noon No
Office:
Knights of Columbus Hall
3000lb pressure, Honda
phone calls please Equal
WHY not have every after- 13hp electric start, tandem Ted Edwards or Charles WINDOW a/c repair Free Housing Opportunity.
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road
Smotherman
436-5828
or
estimates 436-2904
noon off? Local insurance trailer, 500 gallon tank, wet
south to Sq. Hare Road. nght on Sq. Hale Road int mile
TAKING applications for
office needs part time sec- sandblaster, $3500. 753-9822.
section 8 rent subsidized
NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION
retary '(9 to 12) 5 days a 753-9924
OPEN 10 THE PUBI IC
Business
apartments. 1, 2 & 3 bedweek. Requires good typ753-0466 P.O. Box 1033 Murray
FRESH IN THE COUNTRY
Rentals
FOR SALE, MULCH
rooms, handicap accessiing
&
skills
computer
Send
•
..,, /WI/
ye
4 CAR garage 753 4509
ble Equal Housing Oppor- 0 Siriaiii=4:1M
resume to PO Box 1040 V. Grade A hardwood mulch.
Ylika=t1M1 11
tunity Apply Hilldale Apts
$15/cubic yard Call first,
Murray, KY.
FOR
Rent-Business
Retail
Hardin. Ky - or call
We load, you haul. Hoffman
America's Second Car
or Office Space in S Side 502 437-4113
YOUTH Minister, part-time Nursery, 759-4512.•
Shopping Center
position (10-15 hrs per
M (ABSOLUTE
VERY spacious 2br, 2 bath
753-4509 or 753 6612
week)for enthusiastic, well INTERNATIONAL Cub
duplex Northwood Drive,
organized person. Send re- Cadet, 14hp. 42' hydrolic
appliances furnished, consume to: First Presbyterian mowing deck, electric PTO
6:00 P.M. -RAIN OR SHINE
tal air & gas heat $475/mo, •
Church, PO Box 435, May- Hydrostatic drive, top conLocations Coast to Coast
1 month deposit, 1 yr lease
field, KY 42066 For more dition, $1500 obo. See at
ii
l THE MANSFIELD HOME
HALEY'S AUTO SALES
No pets 753-2905
information call Robert Murray Bait Co, Hwy 94E.
NEAR MAYFIELD • MURRAY • FULTON
M
Cars. Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
247-4554.
2.4 MILES SOUTHEAST OF CUBA, KY.
'LAWN mower, Coast-toII .4 Miles East Of The Intersection Of Hwy 94 8
Coast, 22', 3 Shp, used Y.
mi
Office: 753-6910
303
112 So. 12th
070
season, $90. 492-8446
MN irk
(Located 4 miles west of Lynn Grove, on
1-800-THE-DUCK
Murray, KY 42071
Rooms
Domestic
Hwy. 94 or 1.5 mile. East of 'rri City.)
OFFICE machines for sale:
For Rent
& Childcare
Lowest Rates in Town'
Computer Cut Vinyl Logos •nd Letters Custom Banners
Computer $1000: ElecPlywood Signs Magnetic Signs Vehicle Lettenng Plexiglas*
,
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
NEAR
kitchen, living .
MSU,
CLEANING hougo is my tronic typewriter $350,
.
Signs Window Lettenng • Reel Estate Signs Office Signage
room, privileges, utilities
business. Reliable and ex- Portable, Elec. type $100:
Greeting and Adverttiong Posters Sandblasted Redwood Signs
furnished. Coleman RE
Architectural Signs Metal End Foam letters Bronze Plaques
perienced, references Call all with extras. 753-2835
Trade Show Signsilhaplays
753-9898
Linda 759-9553.
Ask us shout our free OW
nail S2-38243N phone & fit
WILL babysit in my home,
We •eeept MamterCand and Via&
experienced 759-4490
Terry

1993 N1FHICARE
(\FORMATION

FULL time experienced
cook, country cooking
Hours 5-1 and 1-9 Apply at
Ann's Country Kitchen,
Hazel. Ky

or offices Days or nights
Reasonable rates Contact
Joy Sims at 753-1741

length
drapes All with traverse
rods all with valances, Excellent quality material, still
hanging for viewing
753-4321.
..

DOG DAY`
AFTERNOON

759-1768 -

K.T.I. and Associates

CLASSIFIED

tAYLOR BUILDING
CORPORATION

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

I
.11919Duckling

pi

AUCIION)

NI THURSDAY, JULY 15,1993

WOOD WORKS

& Signs

S
I

N
0

CLASSIFIED

Tatlock
Licensed
Agent

Houses
For Rent

t

MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
We represent several of the top rated
companies including; Continental General, CNA,Employers Health, ICH, Principal Mutual, Travelers, Union Bankers &
Washington National, to give you the best
possible rates and benefits. For "Top
Companies and Top Service" contact
Terry at: 753-4199

McConnell Ins. Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY
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Donellimea s, 2 dors ia advance, and are as follows
10nday Edition
Friday 3 p m
Tuesday Edition
Saturday 10 &Am
Wednesday Edition
Monday 3, p
Thursday Edition
Tiwooky 3'p is
Fnday Edition
Weilsesday 3 pis
••iiturday Edition
Thursday 3 p.rs

5°

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card

Call Us Today!

753-1916

2BR home, 8 miles SE of
Murray No pets Refer
ences & deposit required
492-8594
2BR, new carpet, sun
room, carport No pets
$325/mo. Call 753-6931
38R convenient location
$500/mo
No pots
753-3293
AVAILABLE immediately at
corner of Olive & 5th St
5bdrm.
bath house,
central gas heat, furniture,
stove, refrig. & WiD in
duded Great for" 4 students! $500/mo Call
753-7210 or 762-4483
REDECORATED unfurnished house 2br. 1 bath,
garage, garden area, near Murray No pets $375/mo.
deposit. Lease References 753-7551

R
E 1111111111r
3 BEDROOM BRICK WITH 3 ACRES OF LAND
C g Upstairs Area & Basement
g Heat Pump Central System
5
Eg Recent New Roof & Thermal Windows
pa if New Paved Drive a Sidewalk

“ g Pleasant Yard With Mature Shade

A ,r

V g 2 Bay Garage - Barn - Outbuildings
Fenced Grazing Area And Much More
55 000 00 DOWN. BALANCE ifi 30 DAYS"

HIGHLIGHTS
T Maple DiningAUCTION
table w Cha•rs • Breakfast Table erChairs • An.
104 Dresser at marble Top & Glove Boxes • Couch• Chairs•
I Sears Electric Sewing Machine•Twin Beds• Chest 01 Draw-

u ers• Whirlpool 17 Cu Ft Refrigerator • Microwave •
O
a.et•GE Dryer•Sachen 8 Household MiscellaneousGE Wash1976 Ford LTD 4 Door Automobile • simplicity 16 Hp 48' Hyi•ostahc
ci
•14,
1-1 Lawn Mower • Push Mower • Yard Tools • Air
•'
•
1. • • T ,': i')etIMISCW404110US
S
I COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALES

ri

• AUCTION STARTS AT 6:00 P.M. SHARP!!

JAMES R. CASH
.N.

i'IC

AUCTIONEER 8 REAL ESTATE BROKER

602423 8464 FANCY FARM 6( Y
'THE SELLING MACHINE
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Humane society
defends adoption

CLASSIFIEDS

•

•

MOUT,INKY 13

MUMMY ISMS & TIMES

Pete
I Siaelies

Noses
Far Sala

Used
Trucks

FUU. blooded bird dog 10
none* old Sharp $15
Cell
Not gun shy
436-2626

MOR winsodaied in & out
Move m no& $49530
753-006/1

1991 NISSAN. light is. 2
wheel terve ay. tap. 4 cyl.
=ores 111 XXX miles.
412 8548

HAVE an obedient. sale
(tog for show or home
Classes ce prriate lessons
Serving Murray for over
12)0S 436-2856

1991 NISSAN white with
burgundy interior. 5sp
stereo/cassette, a c
1982 KAWASAKI GPZ- 19,XXX miles. 97600 Call
50. excellent condition, 759-4584 evenings
runs very weN, lots of ex•
1992 TOYOTA. 464 pickup
tras. $1000 753 4113
ruck, 10xxx miles, at, ste1989 YAMAHA Virago ex- reo cassette, bed liner.
local. $12,000 obo
cellent condition
753-6830
753-2429

1111.

l

1

CARROLL'S' Groan sling. grade/ blade wo&
btehhogging kie Phone
Gerald Carroll (502)
492-8622

IS surnstars haat keno
your rasa. 11•111. aleshe7
Iwo got Its SAPS IOW
TION for GREENER.
HEALTHIER pianIsCad
435-5334 for Irsis asenalas
ovvir phone please Mawr
messier

ila dolma

awed

1111
I

Mud

sosaatitock
lealred 44. Larry
Mew
SUAIWAY Toes I Sump
Nomievei Memel It lull
ere of equipment Pose es
Poulin Day or night.

hrl) not AdplaL)u$SkwiUt.tw
Adopt a Cat Month or Pct. Are
Wonderful Month Jul) dues not
host Ile Kind to Animals Week. or
World Animal Liberation Week, or
Animal Rights Aviarencss Week
Jul) just sib there in the middle of

Humanely
Speaking

summer and sizzles es cry body
man and beast
We w rotc two months ago about
7113-11100.
special care ot pets dunns the
THE Mow Co Seandsas summer months, and precautions to
PEG'S Dog Grooming
akaninum gutters, varely
take to ensure our lour footed
753 2915
of colors Lwenimal. ina safe passage into fall. So
friends
available
Emma
sured
Homes, trailers. offices LAWN SERVICE Ben
1:allmta Co.
what to write about in this Jul) of
Wulff's Recovery. Murray mowing my lawn for 25yrs, 750-4000.
1993? - perhaps of our combined
436-5560
would like to mow yours VCR-NINTENDO REPAIR
Humane Soeiet)
now 753-8659
Wood VCR Service Cantor.• community concerns.
Heating
CUNNINGHAM'S
SERVICES offered ATV
Sin
Of late, our Humanely Society
promote spaying and neutenng, the
BLUEBERRIES ARE
and Cooling Service Com- LEE'S CARPET CLEAN- cleaning- servicing $15:
mechanical & service work
most repairs $35 Free assits adoption correlation between kindness to hufor
READY You pick or we
chastised
been
has
and ser- ING Carpets, furniture
installation
plete
Al makes & models Calf
Campers
pick No Sunday sales!
Call Gary at Free estimates 753-5827 mates.Routa 1, Almo
vice
policies, and is viewed by some as mans and kindness to animals, and
759-1570 ask for Bobby
Open 9-12, 1-5, Mon -Fn..
Woadsgift Farm, Cottage
1986 SPARTAN 3211 Ideal 759-4754.- -.
too strict and'figid-nrrequire---- the-connection between all hying
being
LICENSED for electric and 753-0530.
Phone
Grove. TN
for full time rv or college
Isn
Letters to the Editor have things.
and
mcnts.
bulldozing
CUSTOM
753-7203
gas
901-782-3395
student 759 4414
WANTED: light hauling, aired grievances and prompted reAuto
backhoe work, septic sysHopefully, the current feeling of
repair trees trimmed or removed
RED Haven peaches. SevporvIcss
tems, 354-8161 after 4pm. MOODY'S mower
sponses. It is not the purpose of this frustration will be resolved for the
delivery
and
up
Pick
520
Don
Call
mowing.
or
inplums,
of
eral varieties
C&W.. PAINTaa_lnle/19t.„...2515665.
Hoexao AUTO _ROAM.
.f.QIUM11._ talc eriliCalefar ja.clge.MCD: Wale: &Pad
Boats
753-2772et_753-2320.
Dexter. KY. Specializing in
exterior, free estimates
S Motors
tal; it is rather to . be thoughtful. after all,'should be the goal of all
McKenzie's Orchard
mechanical & electrical re$8/per hour min. 753-0884. MOWER repair Sable day WEST KY Timber Frames
As individuals, we all view things compassionate people in our com753-4725 or 753-9468
service, 7 days week Most & Log Homes. Dedicated to
storation & repair of antique 14FT Aluma Craft Semi-V,
If it were not so, the
differently.
refinishing,
DRYWALL,
munity and at the shelter.
Fachome.
your
at
timrepairs
Johnson
15hp
trolland
motor,
log
in
excellence
SALEET corn for sale cars & trucks. Experienced
and blow-' tory trained, 15 yrs experi- ber frame design and conworld would, indeed, be a dull
Perhaps the words of Ella
4978280.
in domestic & import vehi- ing motor. isattery, heavy pairs, additions
753-4761.
ence. 502-753-5299.
struction. 'Eastern White place. Our animal loving friends in
des. Tune-up &• major or duty trailer. $1300 obo in 30 ing ceilings
Wheeler Wilcox in her beautiful
minor engine repairs. Call days. 753-5694.
ELECTRICAL-Ron Hall MUFFLERS, brakes. Pine, Western Red Cedar, the community are moved by their
poem, "Voice of the Voiceless",
(502) 437-4641 ask for 28FT Pontoon boat. 85hp Heating. Cooling & Electric, shocks, oil, filter, lube other wood available. compassion to question policies at
COPELAND'S
most eloquently express the feelings
availpackages
'Complete
Terry. If the machine an- motor, 1 owner, excellent
12thInc.
Service, sales and in- Guaranteed. Ron Green,
humane
and
animal
the
shelter,
ORCHARD
we
all share.
able 'Custom design serswers, please leave, your shape & very clean. Bargin. stallation. (502) 435-4699. R&G Exhaust, 514 S.
their
_organizationi__are_moved_by
Mayfield
conaDuc:
many gods,--ssa-many.--r..reeds,.
'Tinn-key_
_vices._
So
Arig4_5 _number 6 I will $6500{cost $15,000-new)7-4354327,
'
88087-St.-753,
ton. Cad 437-4017
compassion to set forth rules and So many paths that wind and wind,
Peaches, Nectariars --return your call.
Call 436-2626
GENERAL Repair: plumb- MULCH, pick up loads
While just the an of being kind, Is
623-8312
WILL build patio decks, regulations. The ensueing predicaing, roofing, tree work Murray 436-5560
governto
compared
conbe
might
small
do
and
ment
porches
the sad- world needs.
all
436-2642
PLUMBING repairman with crete jobs. 474-0105.
Services
ment policies spawned in WashingI am the voice of the voiceless:
GERALD WALTERS same day service. Call
Offered
Through me,the dumb shall speak;
43n
WILL do odd jobs. Shelves, ton and passed on to local governRoofing, vinyl siding, paint- 436-5255.
1976
Supreme,
CUTLASS
Exthe
to
them
enforce
which
repairs.
ments
simple
toilets,
Reel
Till the deaf world's car be made to
1 A A-1 Hauling, tree trim
18
white, good condition in ming, tree removal, dean- ing Free estimates
Estate
RICK'S Roofing All types perienced, references best of their abilities and face the
hear, The cry of the wordless weak.
reLocal
experience.
years
$750 759-1508.
of roofs and repairs. Tor- available. Call Adam
ing out sheds. attics, & odd ferences. 436-2701
wrath of the public who may or may
From street, from cage and from
13 PARTIALLY wooded
chon modified and rubber 759-9689.
whereor
whys
understand
the
acres with nice barn, only 3 1983 HONDA -Accord, jobs. Free estim-ates GIVE your home a facelift
not
From jungle and staH, the
kennel,
for mobile homes 17 years
436-2102 Luke Lamb.
miles from town, aty water $2000. 753-5859.
wail, Of my tortured kin proclaims
at working man's prices call experience, guaranteed WINDOW & door repair. fores.
Repair, re-screen, re-glaze
available Just reduced! 1984 OLDS Cutlass Ciera. At 1A all around mowing & Country Discount Builder.
To function for the good of all, it the sin, Of the mighty against the
work. Free estimates
Call Kopperud Realty
aluminum or wood. 20yrs
power,6cyl, runs good. tree trimming & light haul- Specialties in vinyl siding, phone _502-437-4559
would
seem that organizations frail.
_
&
$3487
experience. 753-2330
753-1222. MLS
Daughter didn't want' ing. Call 436-2528 ask for •trim & windows. Free no
which serve the public must, to
true religion, And
the
is
love
For
service.
prompt
- MLS 1113486.
Home
COLSON
ROCKY
$1995. 1974 Maverick, Mark
obligation estimates.
some extent, be structured. It is the
love is the law sublime; And all that
Repair. Roofing, siding,
45 ACRES located be- 302, good second car, Al, AL'S hauling, yard Licensed and Insured
painting, plumbing, con- KITCHEN CABINET RE- goal of national humane organizais wrought, where love is not, Will
tween Murray & Kentucky $500. 753-8085 or work, tree removal, mow- 502-247-7871
_mete. Free estimates Call COVERY existing doors & tions to improve - the- services- re-- die at the-touch of time.
Lake in area of attractive 492-8116. • ing. Free estimates. K.B ASSOCIATES. Gen- 474-2307
frames with woodgrain forhomes & farms. Platted & 1984 WI Scirocco, drives 759-1683.
Oh shame on the mothers of
eral construction, remodel
mica, all colors. Free esti- ndercd by their local counterparts,
recordecl for subdivision fast a/c, p/w, pa, pt, am/
to
accreditation
offering
therefore
Who have not stopped to
mortals,
ing,
garages,
mates.
decks,
Recovery
Wulff's
patios,
Al TREE Service. Stump
sales Newly paved road fm. Must sell $1600
interior trim. 753-0834
Murray 436-5560.
their
follow
to
strive
who
the sorrow that lies in dear,
Of
those
teach,
Free
spraying.
and
removal
through property Reduced 753-8270
guidelines.
The sorrow that has no
eyes,
dumb
after
753-0906
estimates.
for quick sale. Builders
Adoptions arc only -one part of
speech.
check on this Call Kop- 1985 MAXIMA Sta Wgn. 5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495
perud Realty 753-1222. sun/moon roof,- pis. pls. ADDITIONS, bathrooms,
humane society functions. Follow-The same Power formed the
p/w, V-6, come look.
MLS $3840.
ing the guidelines of our national
That fashioned man - the
sparrow,
garages, greenhouses,
$3850 After 5.30pm
framing & new homwa.
organizations, we also strive to
KOPPERUD Realty has 753-8096
King; The God of the whole gave a
Tripp Williams 753-0563.
buyers waiting to purchase
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
The bees are descendants of sponsor . educational_ programs. Jiving SQ$rpfltiTcAand_to_.
homes-all price ranges. If 1985 TOYOTA Cressida AIR Conditioning-Ron Hall Agriculture Department says
honeybees
erecl thing.
imported from Africa which, eventually will reduce the
you are Thinking of selling- 4dr Sedan, leather interior Heating, Cooling & Electric,
so
of
euthanasia
tragic
the
for
Africanized
need
honeybees
"killer
to
Brazil
in
And I am my brother's keeper,
1956.
They
have
contact one of our courte- and sun roof, mechanically Inc. Service, sales and inbeen spreading north and south many unwanted animals who await
And I will fight his fight; And speak
ous and professional sound, looks sharp, one stallation. (502) 435-4699, bees" - have been found in
Arizona.
agents at 753-1222 or stop owner. Call 436-5039.
from Brazil since their release adoption at the shelter. Adoptions
the word for beast and bird
435-4327.
of
part
by office at 711 Main St.
visible
most
the
simply
A
are
swarm
was
found
the
into
Friday
Till the world shall set things
in
a
in
wild
1957.
1986 PLYMOUTH Reliant
ALPHA Builders - Carpenour work. We must also continue to
right.
LAND WANTED Seeking K. 4dr, gun metal blue, 4 try, remodeling, porches, state Department of Agriculture
They were first found in the
5-10 acre building site for cyl, auto, front wheel drive, roofing, concrete, drive- trap two miles north of Sasabc;
large house within 5 miles a/c, eood tires. 82.XXX ways, painting, mainte- Ariz., in Pima County, during a
United States in 1990, near
of Murray, prefer access to Miles, $1800 492-8548.
_
nance,etc. Free estimates. regular inspection a the trap. Hidalgo, Texas.,_ _in_ the Rio
coty water 753-7210 after
489-2303.
line, the .,USDA.-saitt-Mrmilay.
Grande
HeyThy
rave
excellent
LS,
SABLE
1986
Spm.
condition, loaded, $3200. ANTIQUE refinishing, fur- The bees were destroyed.
entered on ships.
CHIM Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens LAWN mooing servos In435-4191
sured Coleman Bimetal
phone 759-4564
custom
COUNTERTOPS,

CLASSIFIED

Killer bees found in Arizona

-

RE/MAX Properties Ltd.
Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey.
Center
Bel -Air
502- 753 -SOLD,
1-800-369-5780.

753-3445 after 6pm.

1990 EAGLE Premier ES,
leather interior, Alloy
wheels, loaded, -54,X X X
miles, new tires, maroon,
ROBERTS Realty: Callo- $7000. Days 753-6106, afway County's oldest and ter 6pm 436-2411.
most reliable real estate
agency For all your real 1990 OLDS Delta 88 Royestate needs call them to- ale Brougham, navy blue,
day at 753-1651! Syca- dean, all extras. 55,XXX
miles, $8500 759-1987
more and 12th St

Las
For Sale
BUILDINO lots in sUbdiiii-sion with limited restrictions
(no mobile homes). Some
wooded, Southwest School
District, natural gas, city
water. cablevision. 3.3
miles from city limits. Financing available. Lots as
low as $4500 753-5841 or
753-1566.

Report says siiinheads
more dangerous than KKK

niture repair & custom
woodworking. 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIRS:
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers. All work
and parts warranted, Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455

Horoscopes
WEDNESD.11"..11 1.1' 14.194/3
(For sour persimallied dad .leane Dison horoscope. based on our own
dale of birth. call 1-900-9KS --SS. "(xir phone_ oxlip:my will bill you 95
cents a minute.

Fame
For Sib.
UP to 225 acres at Coldwater 753-1300 after 7pm
489-2116
460
HOMO
Sals

For

3BR, 1 bath home plus walk
out basement apartment,
near hospital Call Roberts
Realty ask for Jean
753-1651 or 753-3584
3BR, 2 bath brick. 1380sq
It, 3yrs old, $72,000. Phone
for appointment 753-3293
BARKELY Lake, Canton
area. New country style
vinyl siding home on 3
acres with wrap around
front porch._3 Or 4tw 2
tile & carpeted floors, super
insulated & priced to sell at
$65,500. Twin Lakes Real
Estate 753-0563
BEAUTIFUL home with 11
acres 4 years old, 3 large
bedrooms, 2.4 baths,great
roon with cathedral ceding,
skylight, central vacuum,
many 'extras, large deck,
landscaped On Hwy 1124
off Hwy 121 between Coldwater and Farmington
Call owner 345-2807 after
6pm
HOME with income. Six
rooms/ 3br. 2 bath,
screened awl carpeted patio, all electric built-in
kitchen, central Ws. Separate entrance to upetairs, 4
room and bath apt, newly
decorated for rentel.
acre site, reduced to
$49,900 759-1122.

"5- ;;;
.; -0

While exceeding the established groups in fury, the skinheads are turning to the old-line
hate groups like the Klan, Aryan
Nation and the White Aryan
Resistance as allies, the report
said. The older groups use the
skinhcads as "front-line warriors," the report said.
The ADL found 160 skinhead
gangs operating around the country under such names as American Front, Northern Hammers- -kins, Aryan Resistance League
and SS, of America.
The ADL detailed 22 slayings
it said were committed by skinheads since 1990 - more than
triple the number blamed on skinheads in the three previous years.
Most of the victims were Hispanics, blacks, homosexuals or
homeless.

APPLIANCE SERVICE.
IN 111E
HAPPY BIRTH!)
ads:images. Someone nia-y try to
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 30+ years ex- NEXT YEAR OF YOI R EDT: -distract y ou from your work. Be
polite' hut finn. Keep an eye on the
1992 LINCOLN Towncar, perience. BOBBY Improved tt(irk conditions make it
bigger picture.
easier for oil to do our best. You
21xxx miles sharp HOPPER. 436-5848.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
.
753-3004
reap the rewards that Clune from.
B4sCKHOE SERVICE
w he ti'
ALLEN septic tank having an e‘cellent reputation. RecBRENT
Installation
Stereo
CAR.
replace' Miiile ss ith a romantic partner or sPentline is concerned. A Ione753-0113. Sunset' .41Olife----InstattaticirtrTePair.
sibling. Parents ewn a beneficial. standing. relationship could .qnd
yard Music, Murray's Al- ment 759-1.515:
pine Car Audio Specialist, E3ACKHOE Service ROY influence. A raise' or monetary it is abruptly, Your et-torts to meet nest
Dixieland Center, 1 block HILL. Septic system, drive- teatured in December. Financial
peOple still result in lasting happi_.
.
from MSU dorms.
ways, hauling, foundations, concerns should he a thing ot the -Itess..
Be
t)(i4,
759-4664.
etc.
I
of
23-Oct. 22): A
(Sept.
mid-Januars
by1.1KRA
past
WANTED hood, grill and
buy or sell at
sou
hen
w
that
blunt
day
can
things
y()u.
about
upset
bumper for 1987 Taurus
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
436-5748
Service. All work guaran- Marry quickly if you feel the time is sour price. Someone says. -Your
wish i's ins command.- You .ITC able
Israt e 1 ss ill bOOsl Nales_ne sI
teed. 753-1134 or
495
June
436-5832.
to reach a key goal. A friend shares
good news.
,CELEBRITIES BORN ON
BRYON'S LAWN SERVans
- SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nos. 211:
VICE. Free estimates. THIS DATE: actress Polls Bergen.
3811i President Gerald Ford. mos ie
Domestic. and I 111:111Cial Mailers
1984 CUSTOM Chevy van
753-4591.
Call 753-8527
director Ingmar Bergman. news el110. tat oralsle influences. A new
BUSH hogging, large or
tenture sees tremendous grow th.
cilmmentator John(hancellor. small. 753-7457.
AR I ES March 21-Aptil 19): Seek tat ors and financial hacking
trom prominent associates.
CALLOWAY County Con- Your determination impresses those
SAGITTARIUS (Not 22-Dec.
crete. Structural walls, in charge. Forge ahead! Loyalty is
1983 StO BLAZER 4wd, slabs, drives, walks. Col- the glue that holds a relationship 2iIt: ZOOM forward on all Ironts.
super nice, $3500 ored & stamped concrete. together. 1.ose can he a many-splen- This can he one of the best days of
Free estimates. 474-8754. dored thing if you keep the lines ot
East dealer.
435-4401
trumps, and play the A-K-4 of diathe sear! The spotlight is on heightNoith-South vulnerable.
monds, ruffing the four and hoping
a
and
ened
stronger
communication
coMmunication
open.
1987 SUZUKI Samari. CARPET and vinyl installaNORTH
the 04,1 will fall.
TAURUS (April 2I)-Mas 20i: sense of self.
Good condition, best offer. tion and repairs. Glen Bob4 A J 965 3
But only the queen falls, so you
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
\ our leadership talents bring you an
759-1570 ask for Bobby. ber, 759-1247.
MP 10 5 2
next ruff the club king in dummy,
191: Patience-do not lease home
incredible opportune s. Polishing
• A K 104
trump the ten of diamonds, reenter
OM organizational sisills tt iii also ss ithout it. Allowing 11114e tor travel
•dummy with a trump,and lead a low
V‘ in s01.1 notice. Lose on Ilw
delass 55 ill present frustration. Do
WEST
EAST
heart on which East plays the eight.
rebound nias me, go snunithly. Be
sone., comparison shopping before 4 74
It doesn't matter what you do now;
openminded.
purchasing a major appliance.
V K 76
TJ98
you lose two hearttricks and go down
GEMINI I
21 -June 201:
AQUAKRS (Jan. 20-Feb. 181:
Q3
•
•,J 9 7 6 5
one.
New methixls desert e a fair trial. Be
A lack of attention or communicattb A 6 2
sour spirits. Spend •QJ 10 987 5 4
This may irritate you because,
tion could w
flesible. You could he pleasantly
SOUT34- --eftier-yotr-reewenwiwe-the-hrordryou
m'time 4%4144 ciewoeci door.*$h
•K Q 1082
realize that making the slam was
happy-go-lucky mood pres ails. Be that,special person. Think things
If A Q 4 3
through Ix-fore spending sour hardeasy as pie. All you had to do was to
discreet about a romantic encounter.
4 BR, 21/2 bath, DR, LR, FR, fireplace,
•8 2
discard a heart from dummy at trick
CANCER iJune 21 -July 221: earned sat ings.
fenced yard. 1715 Plainview Dr. Very
•K 3
PISCES Feb.(
I9-March
one to virtually guarantee the conMany of you w ill he on the road
nice. $97,500.
The bidding:
dris ing here and there, taking
Avoid building castles in the air:
tract. Sooner or later, you can dis759-4697
East
South West
North
care of errands. Plan a -weekend pic- down-to-earth choices are essential.
card another heart from dummy on
Pass
1+
5
6
nic or trip to the beach. Romance Once you hit your stride with a stork
the club king and in that way assure
Opening lead - queen of clubs.
project. sou still ss ant to go the
blossoms in a prit ate setting_
the slam regardless of the location of
1.E0 oup, 23-A ug.. 22 I: push e‘tra. mile.
Most mistakes are of the simple the heart king.
kind, Everyone errs in bridge; the
financial projects. opportunities (Ind
This is an exaggerated case, of
game is too complicated for anyone to course, since most readers would
expect to always Pay perfectly. The make the slam. Butin case you didn't,
.101),11-ti C1111.11KEN still stick close to home and hearth in their
early years hut beet me sers independent as they mine into their. teen. Do corsilet philosophical approach on you should 'ask yourself why you
CUSTOM KITCHEN CAMINIETS
those ciccasiops when you err is to try didn't.
not be concerned it these Canecrians sometimes retreat from a problem
CUSTOM WOCOVIORKING
before coming to grips with it. Wamthearietlaind charming. today's children
to analyzeafterward why you made
Whatever the reason, you should
All Typos Of:
the mistake in the hope that you try to track it down,even iftou wind
that others will eventucertain
feel
They
of
habit
criticism.
a
hate'
tuning
out
Woodworkinq
Custom
all agree N% ith them. A career in public relations or communits organizing
learn how to avoid repeating it in the
up admitting that you don't always
&'
future.
delerses serious thought. These Cancerems are everts at getting people to
play flawlessly. It mightsurprise you
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Assume you're in six spades and
cooperate ss till eak.-11 other.
to learn that acknowledging some-Drop by 8, SOO our showroom
West leads the queen of clubs. You thing like that helps to make you a
,
..
,
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NEW YORK (AP) - Skinheads have replaced older white
supremacist groups as the
nation's most dangerous racist
movement, the Anti-Defamation
League of B'nai B'rith says.
Racist skinheads have committed 22 murders in the last three
years, the ADL said in a report
Monday.
"Not even the Ku Klux Klans,
so notorious for their use of the
rope and the gun, come close to
the skinheads in the number and,
severity of crimes committed,"
the ADL said.
The number of skinheads has
grown steadily since 1988, when
1,500 members were reported in
12 states, according to the report.
In 1993, an estimated 3,500 were
found in 40 states, the report
said.
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be
isTry.July IX dm 11/46
Pag
foley's
er
Warty:
Tee bombs/ Isom alp. an July 1). 1713. French resolutionary
*Tim ham Paul beam nral sialead
dna in his bath by Charlotte
Caudal. who weal so dm prilkaipa kw days laser. (The assassination
Aspired as famous *mime by homes Laois David shooing Marat's
slumped body. a (lameness climbed ia one Mad, a pen in the other)
Os this dale:
Is 1717. Caftan enacted an ordinance governing the Northwest
Territory.
la 1821. Confederate cavalry commander Nathan Bedford [Wrest
was bori in Bedford County, Tcnn
in 1863, rioting against the Civil War military draft erupted in New
York City. rie violence resulted in the deaths of about 1.(X/0 people
over three days.
In 1972, George McGovern was nominated for president on the I irst
ballot at the Democratic National Convention in Miami Beach, F13.
In 1971, a 25-hour blackout hit the New York City area after lightning struck upstate power lines.
In 1978, Lee Iacocca was fired as president of Ford Motor Corn.
party by chairman Henry Ford 11.
In 1985, "Live Aid," an international rock concert in London, Philadelphia, Moscow and Sydney, took place to raise money for Africa's
starving people.
Ten years -ago: American schoolgirl Samantha Smith. touring the
Soviet Union at the invitation of President Yuri V. Andropov, traveled
to Leatagrad. where-she Placed f1OwCfs.911.a.World W41.11 RICIngtiAl.
-Thc Senace-Ipproved, 50-49, the production of new nerve gas Weaponry, with Vice President George Bush casting the tie-breaking vote.
Five years ago: Final results of Mexico's recent presidential election were released, giving the victory to the candidate of the governing party, Carlos Salinas de Gortari. Opponents. continued to charge
that the election had been stolen.
One year ago: Democrats opened their 41st national convention at
New York's Madison Square Garden with speakers who taunted
--George- Bush- as-a- -failed president- ripe- -for defeat-in--November-.
Today's Birthdays: Former housing secretary Jack Kemp is 58.
Actor Patrick Stewart is 53. Actor Harrison Ford is 51. Singer Louise
Mandrel! is 39.
Thought for Today: "Most human beings have an almost infinite
capacity for taking things for granted." — Aldous Huxley, English
author (1894-1963).

Tea pears sea
Tamp years ago
John D
of Murray is
Preparations are war in the
pictured recessing a Certificate of final Stages kW die 1974
MOM)
Consusendation for his ft-nice in Callous) County Jaycee Fair
the Army in Vietnam Irons Admit scheduled hs1) 16 21 at JaYkee
ant Gen Rills Wellman He is
Faugrourids on Coldwater Road
the first Kentuskian Ii' recesse
Phil Ms(allon, Ruben Itrns
the cent,k
land. 1.arr) Hood. Ronald Arms
lothlorien•s High flenen
hung and Donald Armstrong of
Runk'. CD. a %tunas dog owned
Calloway County High School
by Burins and Ad.ins arsenic. has
Chapter of Fouire Fannen of
became the lir.'
turtips.wi
America will attend a Leadershtp
Dobenisait Pins. her in Western
Training Workshop at stale FFA
Keateck y
Training•Center at Hardinsburg.
M.C. Garrott writes about
Chees Fredenck Hewing has
Robyn (Bob ) Waters and his colbeen awarded a Speetal PresileCtion of Boy Scout knifes in his dent's Scholarship to attend
Murcolumn. -Garovt's Galley."
ray State University for 1973-74
The Rev. Wayne Carter. school year. A 1973 graduate
of
Beverls ('arter, Dana Hoke, kna
Murray High School, he is the
Hoke and Tommy Hoke of Scotts son of Dr. and
Mrs. Karl
Came Baptist Church are picHussung.
tured as they assisted in a VacaMargaret Jean Baughman and
tion Bible School at Coalion, _George Burst
Scott-111 were marOhio:
ried July 7 at Lexington Avenue

Baptist Chunk. Darivilk
Thirty yaws sea
Paulette knots. Mike I in ins
Jens Stark. I !wood Krh.anI
Thom'. Collins. Want Kemp
Bill Hendon. Mike Whne, Martha
Kemp. Marsha Hendon. earolsn
Murdock and Neddie Maths. wiin
honors for cattle shown in Annu
al Black and White Dairy .1.11
Show at Mayfield
Martha Jean Craig and Aryls
Thorn _were married June 22. at
Mason's' Chapel Methodist
Church.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a ho) to Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Moss, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Everett Coy, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Delbert Newsome.
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Brooks
Gibson, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Curtis Martin. a girl to Mr. and
Mrs.- Ben Junior Garland,-a boy
to Mr. and kies. Clde Willough-

coniefler *self and 'Ay dauichter io
l'am.writing in
DEAR MOM: You have made
Ill' very "natural" and "real." I have. some excellent
response to the letter from a birth
points. Thanks
also been asked whether or not I for educating the general
!mother whos.• daughter was adoptpublic
have any' children "of my own." My concerning adoption terminology.
ed shortly. alter birth. You responded w ith a beautiful poem titled.
response is: "Are you asking if I
have any children by birth?"
legacy'Wan Adopted Child.1 do mit wish to discourage_the!4e
I can certainly relate to this
quest ions, .and I am very sympapoem; being the mother of two chilDEAR ABBY: I recently attendthetic to the fact that most people ed the wedding of a co-worker and
dren. a, II-vear-old son by birth.
and an itioptetj 2-year-old daughter ,simplv do not know the priop_er jwas shocked_ to see,arnit het guest
terms -to Liss'. hut I am concerned
from Korea. This Coll111111 referred to
tfemalei handing out her bu-nie-,
about how their -questions sound to eards to all the guests ,She was in
t he "nat oral" mot her vs "tort h"
the adopted thild..Imagine how you
mothr;%. huh brings me to my.reareal estate. I
and 3our child would-feel if someone
son lin writing.
I noticed that some Of tiltSUeSt:-•
As an adoptive pari•nt. I feel it is - asked you point-blank: "Do you
politely put the card in purse or
know anything about her real mothI mportant to educa t e the public
pocket. then walked away shaking
hanks for helping me educate
regarding the use of proper terms
their heads as din) say,"How tastea fe
ople..
when speaking :ibout adoption. 1.
less!"
JUST CALL ME"MOM"
I have been in business a long
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tort.* 'ears agu
Irk. .4 the things the .

it ill
prith.ihis ha%t• tim pur.hase in the
near 'inure will be a radii) setup
kw the rids,. c tar The it limits
nov. estend Ironi the railroad to
Ihth Street and soon %ill
to
lath Street. That is a pretty lair
Jounce for a patrolling polik
car to be moving around .in. not
to, ha% -contact with the city
hall,- from column. "Seen. &
Heard Around Murray" by James
C. Williams, publisher.
Sgt. Wilton H Jackson. son of
Mrs. Ora Lee Jackson, recently
graduated from Seventh Army's
Non -Commissioned Officers
Academy at Munich, Germany.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. L.W. -Lyons, a girl -AO
Mr. and Mrs. John Loyd Allen.

time, and I carry my business cards
with nu.. but I ani very discreet
about where and to whom I give
them
In your opinion.'Abli, when is it
appropriate to give someone your
business card.'
APPALLED
— IN BEVERLY HILLS.
DEAR APPALLED: When he
or she has asked for it.

DEAH ABBY: My problem is one
that many others have these days. I
do not enjoy being videotaped. As a
matter of fact. I hare it I am not
photogenic. I absolutely despise the
way'l look in the playbacks. For
air other, the person doing the recording _lust assumes
that_he or she has the right to film
anyone who happens to be. around.
TheY don't even bother to ask for
permission.
•
What-is the best wavitr-hanthe
this invasion of privacy --- besides
destroying the video carnera?
I would assume the host or hosts...sloouirl lit ol.l.
+Fir"
but'siinietinies. they
are the guilty patio's.
•
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DEAR THEDA: If you see the
"taper" first, you can get out of
camera range. You can also let
the taper know how you feel
about having your picture
taken. Whatever you do — do
not stick out your tongue and
cross your eyes in an effort to
"ruin" the tape. It will give the
taper an even more unflattering
picture to preserve for posterity.
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HAVE VDU
TALKED TD
YOUR BLIND
DATE SINCE
LAST WEEK,
CATHY ?

I
NO! I HOPE'

BUT WHAT IF HE -MINKS
HE'S NOT CALLING ME??
WHAT IF HE'S TAKING CREDIT
FOR REJECTING ME WHEN, IN
FACT, I'M RE3ECTINEr HIM

NEVER TALK
-to Him .1 I
WOULD NEVER
CALL HIM!

Hire? &ERN!
NO!!

I /RUST CALL! I MUST
rflEtift„
CALL AND MAKE SURE HE
LIII_RADLEY?!
KNOWS THAT UNDER NO CIR•\
CUMSTANCES MOULD I EVER
EVER EVER EVER EVEN
THINK Of CALLING MIK !!
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DEAR DR (.OTT What can to,
done hit- those of us who have devel
oped osteoporosis and suffer cum,
pressoin traCtures of the vertebrae id
he spine? I cannot take estrogen. as f
have .1t history of breast cancer, but a
hone biopsy ruled out bone cancer as
a cause of my fractures Will I always
have this pain-

1 Crafty
4 As far as
6 Danger
11 Seesaw
13 Football team
15 Running
16 Mountains of
South
America
18 Short.
informal
letter
19 Devoured
21 Withered
22 Reed ID
23 Manage
26 Affirmative
29 Sagacious
31 Transaction
33 Note of scale
34 Paid notice
35 — Vegas
38 — Donaldson
39 Supposing
that
40 Concerning

41 — Fuente
43 Jot45 "— Joey"
47 Rues
50 Babylonian
deity
52 Scheme
53 Mineral
spring
56 Wolfhound
58 Nuisances
60 River in
Siberia
61 Cylindrical
63 The populace
65 Poker stakes
66 Grad-to-be
67 Chicago's st.
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DEAR READER. In osteoporotic
patients, hones fracture as calcium
leeches from them and they hecome
weaker and more battle The caust of
osteoporosis IS unknown.
dis
order commonly affects older adults.
women _more often than men
Weight bearing exercise, such as
walking, and calcium supplements ,at
halt 1.5110 mg per day I frequently
help mildly osteoporotic patients In
somr post-menopausal women. the
use of estrogen slows the loss of bone
calcium
However, once spinal compression
traetures have appeared. more
aggressive therapy is warranted III
strengthen hon es. l'eth1Ce pain
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Prosecutor seeks death penalty

1

O1ituirics

Mrs. Eula Donna Houston

Mrs. Alice
Colgan
/

TUESDAY, JULY 13, 1993

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Funeral rites for Mrs. Eula
Donna Houston will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Dr.
Greg Earwood will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after II a.m. Wednesday.
Expressions of sympathy
'should be made to Alzheimer's
Support Group.
Mrs. Houston, 92, of Pensacola, Fla., formerly of Murray and

The funeral for Mrs. Alice Colion shill be Wednesday at 11 a.m.
at Ledbetter Baptist Church. The
Rev. R J. Burp%. will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Jason
McCoy, Paul McCoy, Robert
Sod and John Daugherty. Burial
shill follow in Ledbetter
emetery.
Friends may call. at Blalock-olernan Funeral Home from 5 to
9 p.m. today (Tuesday) and at the
.hurch after 10 a.m. Wednesday.
Mrs. Colgan, 76, Rt. 3, Murra, died Sunday at 4:50 p.m. at
Murray .Calloway County
Mrs. Suzanne Miller Ecker, 65,
Hospital.
formerly of Murray, died Monday
Survivors include her husband,
in Dallas, Texas.
Paul M. Colgan; three grandchilSurvivors include her husband,
dren, Vicki Daughtery, Cedar
Milton E. Ecker of Dallas; one
Hill, Mo., Kris Daugherty, Imperdaughter, Melinda James and
ial, Mo., and John Daugherty and
husband Donald C. of DaJlas; one
v., gran-then, Aleecander Milton
Colorado
wifF, Christin-a, '
James; one sister, Yvonne M.
Springs, Colo.; three greatBlaine and husband, E.H. of
grandchildren, Amanda DaughtMurray.
cry, Imperial, and Natalie Daugherty and Nicole Daugherty, Colorado Springs.

Kevil, died Sunday at 10:15 p.m.
at Bluffs Nursing Home,
Pensacola.
Her husband, Hilman Houston,
died Oct. 28, 1969. Born July 12,
1901, in Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the late Enos
Lassiter and Donna Lassiter.
Suvivors include one daughter,
Mrs. Ann Harvey, and one son,
Nat Houston, both of Pensacola,
Fla.; five grandchildren; three
great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Suzanne Miller Ecker
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Stock IlfaHcet
Report
Prices as of
Company

Price

9 AM

Chg

Do% Jones Ind. Asg.
.1.68
DJI.% Prebious Close.. 352438
413/4 4. '4
1ir Products
6254 • '4
T & T
C534 - Ill
Bell South
65'4 4. 34
Itriggs & Stratton
Bristol 11yers tiquibb 5834 4- '4
4734.34
Chrysler
2734 4. Vs
Dean Foods
Exson
34
Fisher Price
2034 unc
Ford Motor
5034 +
98 +
(;eneral Electric
4714.1/4
General Motors
4474 4. 14
Goodrich
403/4 Goodyear
48 IBM
Ingersoll Rand..............323/2 +
'Vs - I
K-Mart
31'4 K U Energy
173/4.lie
Kroger
LG&E
40.14
4844
ctioualds
Merck
3434 - lis
4414
Peoples Firste..........33'411 3414%
__Quaker
.34
'67'4-4--374
'501-eringtriitia
421/4
Sears

She was preceded in death by
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W.G.
Miller.
*Services will be at 1 p.m.
Wednesday in Restland Abbey
Chapel in Dallas. Interment will
be at Restland Memorial Park.
Friends may call from 6:30 to
8 p.m. today (Tuesday) at Restland Funeral Home.

PHOENIX (AP) — A prosecutor said he will seek the death
penalty for a teen-ager convicted
of murdering nine Buddhists in a
robbery at a temple.
Johnathan Doody, 19, was
found guilty Monday of murder,
armed robbery and other charges
in the 1991 slayings.
According to testimony, Doody
and Alessandro "Alex" Garcia,
now 18, ransacked the monks'
quarters and 'took cameras, electronic equipment and $2,790 in
cash.
Prosecutor K.C. Scull said
Doody ordered six monks, an
elderly nun and two male followers onto the floor and shot them
in the head for fear they might
identify him as the robber. His
younger brother had been active
at the temple.
Defense attorney Peter Balkan
acknowledged Doody went to the
temple but said the teen-ager, an
avid member of his high school
ROTC unit, told 'friends Ae.was
going there simply to play a war

U.S. teen sentenced to life
for'&4*aq-in Bangladesh
DHAKA, Bangladesh (AP) -A Texas teen-ager was sentenced
today to life in prison for smuggling heroin, becoming the first
American convicted of drug dealing in Bangladesh.
Eliadah McCord, 19, of Houston, said she would appeal the
verdict to a higher court after
Judge Ansaruddin Sikdar of the
Sessions Court found her guilty
of "carrying, transporting and
possessing" 7 pounds of heroin
last year.
Under Bangladesh law,'people
given life sentences serve a maximum of 15 years in prison and
can be let out in 10 years if their

conduct is considered good. The
judge said he didn't order her to
be executed because she wasn't a
professional drug dealer.
In Houston, Richard McCord,
the girl's father, said family
members greeted the news with
"tears."
Asked if the sentence wasn't
far better than the death penalty,
McCord replied, "An acquittal
would have been nice."
"We're all just kind of stumbling around like zombies here,he said, pointing out that his
daughter will be 35 when she
gets out if she has to serve the
entire- 15-year sentence.
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RECIPE Of THE WEEK
Garder fresh R4ce Crust C,,zz:;

North Korea returns remains of
17 U.S. soliders from Korean War

were discovered in April in two
PANN1UNJOM, South Korea
sites: south of the capital Pyon(AP) — A day after President
gyang and in an area at the northClinton's historic trip to the
ern point of the peninsula' U.S.
Korean border, North Korea
troops fought in both areas.
today handed over what it said
The remains bring to about 60
3re the remains of 17 American
the number returned in the last
soldiers killed in the Korean War.
three...years. They -will he -taken to,,,
--t•he-r•largest,-numbef
remains returned since the end of - the U.S. Army Central Identification Laboratory in Hawaii for
the 1950-53 war and is seen as a
Texaco
6254 - 1/4
evaluation and possible
Time Warner
18 unc
goodwill gesture to Clinton on
/$
2932
I ST
identification.
the eve of a resumption of
f,'•
%% a I NI art
26'/4
About 5 million soldiers from
nuclear talks between Communist
the United States and 14 other
North Korea and the United
nations fought with South Korea
• Hi itiard Lyons is a market maker in this
States.
stock
against North Korea during the
North Korean soldiers carried
UNC price unchanged
17 wood coffins holding skeletal
war. More than 54,000 AmeriCourt square
remains into this truce village
cans died.
Murray, KY 42071
that straddles the border 35 miles
On Sunday, Clinton became
502-753-3366
north of Seoul.
the first U.S. leader to travel
A
• :.,- a
Vinyl bags in each coffin carwithin a few yards of the border
:^
ried bits and pieces of personal
with North Korea when he stood
HI WARD
to.a ar e
items such as buttons, coins, dog
UpOr. flegugst
on the bridge adjacent to Pan-,_
LYONS
tags, buckles, a spoon and one
munjom, the pathwayfor returndenture. Some appeared rusted
ing pri§oners of war.
met VI. spilt ec • Webs WSE err WC
from -years in the soil.
Talks aimed at resolving suspiLight rain fell as blue flags of
cions over North Korean nuclear
the U.S.-led United Nations
arms development resume WedThis
Command were draped over each
nesday in Geneva. Washington is
coffin and a prayer was offered
expected to press North Korea to
Newspaper
for the 8,0(X) U.S. soldiers still
comply fully with the nuclear
Contains
unaccounted for 40 years after
non-proliferation treaty and
the end of hostilities.
accept inspections of two susRecycled Newsprint.
North Korea said the remains
pected nuclear waste sites.
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news reports about the verdict.
"Whoever did this had to be
punished," Male Hillyard said.
Balkan suggested that fcur
Tucson men originally arrested,
or a friend of Doody's who said
he loaned Doody the rifle, were
responsible.
The killings helped lead to the
1992 re-election defeat of Sheriff
Tom Agnos, whose detectives
were accused of coercing confessions from the Tucson men. The
men were later cleared.

ENGLISH FARMSTm
SPECIALTY FOODS

HOG MARKET

iris,

r".•

game testing the security system.
Garcia pleaded guilty to murder in a deal to avoid the death
penalty and testified against
Doody, who didn't take the stand.
Scull said he would seek the
death .penalty at a sentencing
hearing Oct. 28.
Balkan said he would appeal
the verdict, which came after two
days of deliberations.
Sonic of the temple's 800
members gathered around a TV
set Monday evening to watch

have

one

of the most modern body shops in this area

specializing in customer satisfaction.

*All makes and models repaired.
*All work 100% guaranteed.
•On all repairs over $750, see us about Parker
Qualified Loarter Program.
Stop by and see)our new facility
You Will Be Satisfied"

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

MERCURY
LINCOLN

701 Main Street

Murray, Ky.

(502) 753-5273
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LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC.
500 S. 4th St. 753-6450
Visa-MC-Discover
Open. Mon-Fri 7.5 Sat. 8-12
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Murray Oncology Associates
announces the opening
of his practice in

Tuffy
Commode
Seat
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80 Lb.
Gravel Mix $239

Premier Open-Top
Tub/Shower Unit
(Bone Only)
Cash & Carry
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Dr. Mehdi Ahmadi
Medical oncologist
(Cancer Specialist)

Suite 283W
Medical Arts Building
300 South 8th Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
.
(502) 759-4199
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